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1924, not 1921

Peter
Manson’s
‘Pretence
of
democracy’ (Oct ober31) is spot on
in analysing the bogus democratic
centralism of the Socialist Workers
Party: the slate system of central
committee elections, the impossibility
of forming any real tendencies or
factions, and the elitist protection of the
leadership by denying the membership
any real participation in political
debate and decision-making. They are
indeed “treated as mere pawns by a
self-perpetuating leadership”.
This is truly bureaucratic centralism
and not the real democratic centralism,
as practised by the Bolsheviks in
the time of Lenin. The Grantite
organisations, the Socialist Party in
England and Wales and Socialist
Appeal, operate a similar regime
and, coming from the Workers
Revolutionary Party tradition, I can
testify to a similar regime there before
the 1985 split - only partially remedied
in the WRP (Workers Press) in its
period of ‘Glasnost’ from October
1985 to about January 1997. The
International Marxist Group/United
Secretariat of the Fourth International
had a somewhat better tradition in
that respect, but that morphed into an
abandonment of the struggle to build a
revolutionary party at all by repudiating
all centralist discipline. The Lenin
quote used by Peter - “universal and
full freedom to criticise, so long as this
does not disturb the unity of a definite
action” - is entirely apposite.
However, I must disagree with
his proposition that there were two
Bolshevisms or Leninisms in theory and
practice - that before the civil war and
that of war communism - where “the
Bolsheviks were forced to militarise
themselves. They also believed, not
without foundation, that the world
stood on the cusp of revolution, and
that, consequently, the newly formed
communist parties should organise
along similar lines. This was a mistake,
and one, regrettably, never corrected.”
This is straying into dangerous
territory. We are sure that Peter will
not go as far as the notorious anticommunist, Robin Blick, in his 1995
book, The seeds of evil, Lenin and
the origins of Bolshevik elitism:
“The roots of Stalin’s tyranny lay in
Lenin’s repudiation of the ‘classical’
Marxist tradition and his unambiguous
enthusiasm for Jacobin terrorism and
intrigue.” When in Healy’s Socialist
Labour League as Robert Black he
published Stalinism in Britain, a
Marxist analysis, which, though a
useful exposure of the machinations
of the Stalinists, did tend towards
Stalinophobia. This later became
outright anti-communism via the
French Lambertists, who were indeed
very Stalinophobic, and consequently
soft on imperialism itself.
But Peter surely does not deny that
war communism was necessary in the
time of civil war? The point to be made
is that it went on too long. Six years
of World War I and civil war and a
bad 1920 harvest resulted in the huge
Povolzhye famine from winter 1919
to 1922, which took five million lives,
followed by several peasant uprisings,
the biggest of which was the Tambov
rebellion (August 1920). This was
followed by the Kronstadt uprising
(‘Soviets without communists’, March
7-17 1921).
Trotsky recounts that by late 1919
60% of locomotives were inoperable
and experts advised that by late 1920
they would be almost all out of service.
Sabotage by anti-party elements in the
train workers union was suspected.
Trotsky tells us that Lenin sent him

to the Urals in the winter of 1919-20
and put him in charge of economic
work and later all transport. From his
observations there, he proposed what
is in essence the New Economic Policy
adopted on Lenin’s motion a year later:
“The present policy of equalised
requisition according to the food scale,
of mutual responsibility for deliveries,
and of equalised distribution of
manufactured products tends to lower
the status of agriculture and to disperse
the industrial proletariat, and threatens
to bring about a complete breakdown
in the economic life of the country.
The food resources are threatened
with exhaustion - a contingency that
no amount of improvement in the
methods of requisition can prevent.
These tendencies toward economic
decline can be counteracted as follows:
“(1) The requisition of surpluses should
give way to payment on a percentage
basis (a sort of progressive income
tax in kind), the scale of payment
being fixed in such a way as to make
an increase of the ploughed area, or a
more thorough cultivation, still yield
some profit;
“(2) a closer correspondence should
be established between the industrial
products supplied to the peasants and
the quantities of grain they deliver;
this applies not only to rural districts
(volosts) and villages, but to the
individual peasant households as
well.”
He presented this to the central
committee in February 1920. Lenin
wrongly opposed it and it lost by 11
votes to four. Trotsky then militarised
transport - the war with Poland had
begun in earnest from late April 1920,
giving him the perfect rationale and he got the locomotives repaired,
and revived the transport system.
Wrongly Trotsky meekly accepted
his defeat on war communism at the
9th Congress (March 29 - April 5
1920). He implemented it, including
in the trade unions, thereby sparking
the dispute with Lenin on the matter,
when the conflict should have been on
ending war communism. By the 10th
Congress on March 8-16 1921, Lenin
had come around to the idea of the
NEP, as Kronstadt erupted.
None of this had any adverse
implications for the inner-party
democracy of the Bolsheviks or
the advice the Comintern gave to
international delegates on the inner
regimes of communist parties given at
the first four congresses. It was the 5th
Congress in 1924 under Zinoviev (then
in the anti-Trotsky troika with Stalin
and Kamenev) that began the process
of ‘Bolshevising’ the international
communist parties with the gross
revisionist theory of socialism in a
single country, at the same time as the
inner democracy of the Bolsheviks
themselves was attacked. This was
the crucial link in the degeneration of
the Comintern, completed in the 6th
Congress of 1928, which established
Stalin as unchallenged leader of the
bureaucracy (although his personal
tyrannical dictatorship via the secret
police did not begin until his 1934
murder of Kirov). Bolshevisation
replaced the independent, thinking
leaders who emerged internationally
inspired by the Russian Revolution
with the likes of Earl Browder (USA),
Harry Pollitt (UK) and Ernst Thälmann
(Germany) - theoretically challenged
hacks who followed Moscow’s line
unquestioningly.
A few years ago, I attended a lecture
at the SWP’s Marxism, where Alex
Callinicos assured us that it was only
in 1926 that the Italian Communist
Party became a real communist party.
Actually, it was that Congress in
Lyons that finally ‘Bolshevised’ (ie,
Stalinised) the Italian Communist
Party in a collaboration between
Gramsci and Togliatti, who now took
control as the direct agents of Stalin’s

Comintern. Most of the left, including
Bordiga, could not attend as a result of
fascist controls and lack of Comintern
support. The ‘Bolshevisation’ of
the party was accomplished by the
adoption of the document, ‘The
construction of the Communist Party as
a “Bolshevik” Party’, part of the Lyons
Theses. Thesis 25 asserts:
“The Communist Party needs
complete ideological unity in order
to be able at all moments to fulfil its
function as leader of the working class.
Ideological unity is an element of the
party’s strength and political capacity;
it is indispensable to make it into a
Bolshevik party.”
Need we point out that, if this
applied in April 1917, we would not
have had the October revolution?
And we can well appreciate why
Callinicos agreed so strongly with that
formulation.
Gerry Downing
Socialist Fight

Mere hyperbole

My apologies for not having replied to
Gerry Downing’s nonsense sooner, but
I have been abroad (Letters, October
17). My absence though enabled
Gerry to send in a second dose of bilge
(October 24).
It is indeed generous of Gerry to
have shared with us the insights of
his daughter’s BA essay on Jean-Paul
Sartre and Marxism. I suspect though
that Dr Downing’s father was not her
best or most able student!
Unlike Gerry I don’t pretend to
understand all the subtleties of the
different philosophical schools; nor
do I much care for the exaggerated
significance that Gerry attributes
to them. At the end of the day most
philosophy is a means of understanding
the world from the perspective of the
individual. As with existentialism, it
focuses on the individual as an entity
in itself, divorced from its social
surroundings.
Gerry says that Marx saw himself
as “nothing but a rebellious, middle
class Jew”. So did Hannah Arendt. Ron
Feldman’s introduction to her The Jew
as pariah remarks on how “Arendt’s
solution to her own ‘Jewish’ problem
was not to repudiate her Jewishness
nor blindly affirm it, but to adopt
the stance of a conscious pariah - an
outsider among non-Jews and a rebel
among her own people” (p47).
Arendt says of the role of the Jew:
“As soon as the pariah enters the arena
of politics, and translates his status into
political terms, he becomes perforce a
rebel. Lazare’s idea was, therefore, that
the Jew should come out openly as the
representative of the pariah, ‘since it is
the duty of every human being to resist
oppression’” (p77).
It would seem that Marx and
Arendt were not so dissimilar! As Lev
Lafayette argues in ‘The existentialism
of Hannah Arendt’, there are “good
arguments” against the idea that
Arendt was an existentialist, “not
the least being that Arendt did not
conceptualise the human experience
within the singular, such is common
with almost all other existentialists”.
He goes on: “Instead, Arendt
focused very strongly on the human
experience as a member of the polis ...
To Arendt it was in this environment
that human beings, with conscience,
meaning and motivation, were made.
Whilst other existentialists, often in an
elitist fashion, view mass society with
disdain or despair (even in Sartre’s
famous quote, ‘Hell is other people’),
for Arendt it is far worse. Arendt shared
a disdain for the trivial and inauthentic
life, but she ties this again with the lack
of interaction in the public sphere, both
mocking and horrified of the concept
of freedom being limited to the private
home, such as the happiness achieved
from owning (or being owned by) a cat,
or the happiness of tending to a flower-

pot; in short - ‘small things’, freedom
within the space of four walls.”
Likewise in Martin Cohen’s The
essentials of philosophy and ethics,
to which I contributed the section on
Zionism, he writes: “her diagnosis of
society’s ills is partly centred on what
she thinks is a regrettable invasion of
the ‘public’ sphere, with its duties to
protect the weak, by private interests
and private profit, which recognises no
such duties.”
Contrast this with Gerry’s nonsense
about how Arendt believed the welfare
state “corrupts the realm of free action
of the capitalists” and her “subjective,
individualist concerns with self,
invading her private sphere”. I suspect
Gerry is confusing Arendt with Ayn
Rand!
Even worse is Gerry’s utter
nonsense about how Arendt sat at the
feet of the Nazi philosopher, Martin
Heidegger. And the result? “... and here
the early relationship between Zionism
and Nazism began to blossom”.
I consider myself an expert when it
comes to Nazi-Zionist collaboration. I
can confidently say that neither Arendt
nor Heidegger played any part in it. The
basis of such collaboration was laid
down in 1919 by Alfred Rosenberg,
minister for the Ostland and the Nazi
Party’s main theoretician: “Zionism
must be vigorously supported in order
to encourage a significant number of
German Jews to leave for Palestine or
other destinations” - quoted in Francis
Nicosia’s The Third Reich and the
Palestine question.
As Nicosia noted, Rosenberg
“intended to use Zionism as a legal
justification for depriving German Jews
of their civil rights” and he “sanctioned
the use of the Zionist movement in the
future drive to eliminate Jewish rights,
Jewish influence and eventually the
Jewish presence in Germany”.
The idea that Arendt, herself a
refugee from Nazi Germany - who
went to France and then the United
States, not Palestine - played any part
in Zionist collaboration with the Nazis
is simply a flight of fancy. In her essay
‘Zionism reconsidered’ she described
how, for the Zionist movement, “Not
even the events of 1933 roused their
political interest; they were naive
enough to see in them, above all, a
god-sent opportunity for an undreamtof wave of immigration to Palestine.
When the Zionist Organisation, against
the natural impulses of the whole
Jewish people, decided to do business
with Hitler, to trade German goods
against the wealth of German Jewry, to
flood the Palestine market with German
products and thus make a mockery of
the boycott against German-made
articles, they found little opposition
in the Jewish National Homeland, and
least of all among its aristocracy, the
so-called kibbutzniks ... once more
these Palestinians underlined the fact
that they were interested only in the
existing and prospective Yishuv, the
Jewish settlement ...” (p139).
That doesn’t sound to me like
support for Zionist-Nazi collaboration.
Likewise her comment on Herzl’s
statement in his diaries, when he said
that the anti-Semitic countries would
be the Zionists’ friends and allies,
was that this would cause an “utter
confusion, in which nobody could
distinguish between friend and foe, in
which the foe became the friend and
the friend the hidden, and therefore all
the more dangerous, enemy” (p148).
Which precisely describes the
situation today, where the friends of
the Zionists are the worst anti-Semites.
Arendt’s exposure in Eichmann in
Jerusalem of the dealings of Rezső
Kasztner, the Hungarian Zionist leader,
with Eichmann - and her revelations of
just a small portion of what took place,
including her damning observation that
if there had been no Jewish leadership
then far fewer Jews would have died -

led to the vicious Zionist attacks on her.
She described the Zionist campaign
against her thus:
“[It was] conducted with all the
well-known means of image-making
and opinion-manipulation, got much
more attention than the controversy
... [it was], as though the pieces
written against the book (and more
frequently against its author) came
‘out of a mimeographing machine’ …
the clamour centred on the ‘image’ of
a book which was never written, and
touched upon subjects that often had
not only not been mentioned by me,
but had never occurred to me before”
(Eichmann in Jerusalem pp282-83).
When Gerry says, “That ZionistNazi
relationship
ideologically
survived the war and the holocaust
for Arendt and other Zionists”, this
is spoken out of sheer ignorance.
There is not a word of truth in it.
Yes, indeed, there was a love affair
between Heidegger and Arendt and
it was resumed after the war. What
are we to make of it? I suspect very
little politically. I can only repeat that
human personal relationships aren’t
always logical extensions of our
political beliefs. Sometimes opposites
attract. Gerry is nothing if not a banal
reductionist. Arendt also married
Heinrich Blucher, a Marxist, yet she
never claimed to be a Marxist.
Arendt was a cultural Zionist part of an extreme minority trend
exemplified by Ahad Ha’am and
Judah Magnes. They supported a
Jewish homeland, not a Jewish state,
as did Einstein. The suggestion that
Arendt “assisted in developing the
modern ideology of Zionism” is so
far from reality as to be barely worth
commenting on. Arendt wrote: “The
real goal of the Jews in Palestine is
the building up of a Jewish homeland.
This goal must never be sacrificed to
the pseudo sovereignty of a Jewish
state” (The Jew as pariah p192).
As I have already explained,
clearly Heidegger was a thorough
reactionary, though whether all of his
philosophical insights should be thus
condemned I will leave to others.
Perhaps we should also condemn the
art of Salvador Dali? And perhaps
Orwell’s 1984, given his later adoption
of
anti-communism?
Although
Gerry will probably not understand
it, his bastardisation of Marxism is
fundamentally undialectical in not
seeing the contradiction between the
individual and what they produce.
Gerry’s second letter adds little
to the first. Yes, Arendt supported
Abraham Lincoln and the north against
the south. So too did Karl Marx!
Gerry’s treatment of the hanging of 38
Santa Sioux is utterly dishonest. He
says that Lincoln “presided over the
greatest mass execution in American
history on December 26 1862”. The
implication is clear. Lincoln was
responsible for these deaths.
In fact originally 303 Indians
were sentenced to hang and Lincoln
commuted 264 of the sentences. He
came under massive pressure from the
settlers to hang all of them. Governor
Ramsey of Minnesota warned Lincoln
that, unless all 303 were executed,
“private revenge would on all this
border take the place of official
judgment on these Indians (The
collected works of Abraham Lincoln
p493).
Yes, formally this was the largest
single execution, but in practice
thousands of Indians were exterminated
in the campaign to settle the west.
We should remember that Britain,
three years later, in the ‘Governor
Eyre controversy’ in Jamaica, hanged
over 1,000 of those who took part in
the rebellion. Imperialism was and is
a bloody affair. To paint Lincoln as
one of its most bloody exponents is
historically inaccurate. His decision to
commute the sentences of 87% of those
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sentenced to hang was a recognition of
what the Sioux had experienced. And
to attribute this to Arendt is absurd.
To say that “the fascistic concept of
the Untermenschen shines through all
of Arendt’s works” is mere hyperbole,
unsupported by anything by the way of
fact. In the Origins of totalitarianism
Arendt savages imperialism, antiSemitism and totalitarianism. She
added new chapters to the 1958 edition
as a result of the Hungarian Revolution,
which the Stalinists suppressed.
Gerry has become drunk on his own
rhetoric. What is remarkable is that
despite all his philosophical ‘insights’
Gerry is not above subscribing to the
nonsense that the number of Jews in
the US administration helps determine
its foreign policy. The proof of the
pudding as always lies in the eating!
Tony Greenstein
Brighton

Trafficking

Paul Demarty makes some very good
points about migration and what
the response of the working class
movement to it should be (‘Another
avoidable tragedy’, October 31).
I would like to make a few points
of my own. It seems that most of the
Vietnamese who died in the Essex
container were economic migrants, and
not ‘trafficked’, as first reported by the
British media. Most male Vietnamese
migrants in Britain are, according
to a Guardian article, employed in
illegal cannabis factories. The female
Vietnamese migrants are, apparently,
employed in nail bars, which are often
used to launder money made from
these cannabis factories.
The idea that female Vietnamese
migrants in Britain have been
‘trafficked’ into sex slavery is a
fiction occurring only in the mind of
feminists who want to undermine the
sex industry. A quick look at the Adult
Work website - the premier website for
escorts in the UK - shows that there
are only three women from Vietnam
working as escorts in Britain, whereas
there are more than 640 from Poland,
460 from Hungary and 1,440 from
Romania.
In my hometown of Wisbech
there is little sign of any Vietnamese
migrants. However, there are
increasing numbers of black people
- Caribbean and Nigerian - who have
been economically cleansed from
London and the south-east, Fenland
having the lowest house prices, and
therefore rents, in East Anglia, apart
from the depressed seaside town of
Great Yarmouth. At the same time,
since April 2004, more than 8,000
migrants have come to Wisbech
mainly from eastern Europe to work in
the food processing factories, boosting
the population of the town from around
23,000 to more than 31,000 today.
As Paul Demarty points out in his
article, across Britain, 4,000 tons of
apples have gone unpicked because of
a 30% drop in migrant labour, as many
migrants, especially from eastern
Europe, have, because of Brexit,
returned to their home countries or
have gone to work in Germany or
France, etc. I cannot see apple pickers
being replaced by robots any time
soon, although in the long run it is
quite possible - picking apples will
be one of the last jobs on the land to
be automated. However, 95% of jobs
in food processing factories will soon
be replaced by robots - the only thing
stopping this is that it is currently
cheaper to employ migrant labour than
invest in robots.
Following the Essex container
tragedy, I have seen an awful
discussion of it on a local Facebook
page in Fenland. The discussion
goes something like this: ‘39 illegal
immigrants freeze to death and the
media and the left go into overdrive.
But 30,000 British pensioners freeze to
death every year and they don’t give a
fuck.’
At the same time, a close relative, who

works with eastern European migrants
in a food processing factory, points out:
“Jeremy Corbyn following the Labour
conference wants to flood Britain with
migrants, especially Muslims” - he’s an
avid Daily Mail reader. Ironically, whilst
he’s all for Brexit, he’s also worried
that the eastern European migrants he
works with will be forced to give up
their jobs after Brexit. He’s also very
worried about the homeless, especially
those living rough in Norwich. This
dual consciousness also seems to apply
to the working class as a whole, with
reactionary and revolutionary viewpoints
existing at the same time.
Whilst we must call for open
borders and the unity of the working
class, including the unionisation
of all workers, local and migrant,
communists must also explain that we
support the development of countries
such as Vietnam, so that young people
from those counties are not forced into
becoming economic migrants.
John Smithee
Cambridgeshire

Adobe scandal

I can’t find much in the Weekly Worker
(or other leftwing newspapers) about
the recent Adobe scandal in Venezuela.
That proprietary cloud-based software
was ripped away from a whole country
by a law signed in by Trump. The
company took the opportunity to
offer no refunds and to deny access to
individuals and business to any of their
existing work stored on the service’s
cloud.
This story came to me because
I’m a volunteer programmer for the
Inkscape project - a Free and Open
Source alternative to one of the tools
that Adobe was providing. Our users
in Latin America were able to direct
artists to our software and explain
what ‘Software Libre’ was and why is
was important politically to invest in
using it over proprietary software like
Adobe.
Sorry if this is a rehash of news
you’ve already printed. But it seems
like an important facet to the story of
workers’ rights in the world, especially
as software becomes more important.
Martin Owens
Software freedom activist

Grenfell election

The Tories want this to be the ‘Brexit
election’ (and in one sense it will be).
But it must be the Grenfell election
- it is first general election since the
tragedy of June 14 2017, when 72
people were killed in a death trap,
which had been waiting for an accident
to happen. This was the biggest single
loss of life in London since World War
II.
The politics of Grenfell should be
front and centre of this campaign. The
election is a democratic opportunity
to make the Tory government
accountable. It should be one of the
central issues raised in every election
meeting and by everybody canvassing
on the doorstep. A good starting
point was Corbyn in the Commons
on June 28 2017, when he attacked
the policies which contributed to the
disaster, including the 40% cuts in
local authority budgets and the failure
of building inspections.
The prime minister, Theresa
May, hit back, saying that dangerous
cladding and lax inspection began
under the last Labour government.
Of course, the allegation of criminal
negligence goes beyond the policies
of one party or one government, to the
crown-state itself, as represented in the
ministry of housing, communities and
local government.
May was correct when she told
the House of Commons that Grenfell
was a “failure of the state - local and
national”. But even here a coverup was going on. She admitted the
state had failed to help the victims,
but only after the fire. She said that
“people were left without belongings,
without roofs over their heads, without

even basic information about what
happened, what they should do and
where they should go to seek help”
(Daily Express June 22 2017).
The state had failed long before that.
The ministry of housing, communities
and local government is a bureaucracy
protected behind a wall of secrecy. It
depends for its funding on HM treasury.
It is not democratically accountable for
its actions or its failures. It failed to
invest in housing and in fire safety and
to regulate landlords and building firms
making money out of renovations, and
to ensure that the London Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea worked to
protect its tenants and residents.
The Grenfell disaster is the
responsibility of Tory government
policies and behind this the failure of
the state. In a crisis, the crown-state
reaches for its Standard Operating
Procedures. Set up a public inquiry,
headed by one of her majesty’s exjudges, and divert attention away from
those responsible at the very top. Then
build a non-political monument to all
who died.
The government set up the Grenfell
Memorial Commission in September
2018. The secretary of state for
communities, James Brokenshire MP,
said: “The government has always
been committed to working with the
community to create a fitting memorial,
with the prime minister giving her
personal commitment that the bereaved,
survivors and community will decide
what happens to the future of the
Grenfell Tower site.”
At the same time the London Fire
Brigade has been put in the frame by
the Grenfell inquiry. There has been a
drip-feed of stories pointing to the LFB
and what happened after the fridgefreezer on the fourth-floor flat burst
into flames. Before a single fire-engine
had arrived, everything that brought
disaster was already in place, months
or years before.
There were no extra-high ladders,
sufficient
breathing
equipment,
sprinkler systems and strong fire
doors, while the necessary training
was absent. Covering the walls with
flammable cladding made the building
into a death trap. Most of these factors
are down to insufficient investment in
public services and the failure of the
state to ensure the health, safety and
welfare of the people; the failure of the
state to regulate and inspect the safety
of buildings.
The controversial question focused
on whether more people could have
escaped on the night. Here the finger is
pointed at the ‘stay put’ policy. If flats
are sealed, concrete shells, it is safer
to stay and be rescued. Going down
whilst firefighters are coming up could
disrupt rescue efforts, and most deaths
come from deadly toxic smoke and
fumes.
‘Stay put’ was a national, not a
London, policy. Similar fire hazards
were awaiting ignition in tower blocks
throughout England. Over 190 local
councils across the country had fitted
fire-dangerous cladding to their tower
blocks. And ‘stay put’ was the story
that Jacob Rees-Mogg blundered into,
reminding the country that class is at
the heart of it. As the rapper, Stormzy,
said, “This ain’t about politics. It’s
about the people who govern us
lacking the most basic humanity or
empathy” (The Guardian November 5
2019).
This disaster shines a powerful light
on contemporary Britain. It shows the
consequences of 30 years of failed
economic policies. It is a powerful
reminder that the UK is a deeply
class-divided society and that life’s
chances depend on which class you
are born into. It brings out the nature
of political power in the UK’s broken
‘democracy’. Unaccountable political
decisions, taken by national and local
government in England, resulted in
death, injury and life-changing trauma.
Steve Freeman
London

London Communist Forum

Sunday November 10, 5pm: Weekly political report from CPGB
Provisional Central Committee, followed by open discussion and
reading group: study of August Nimtz’s Lenin’s electoral strategy
from 1907 to the October Revolution of 1917. This meeting: ‘A critical
review of the relevant literature’ (continued).
Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London WC1.
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk.

Radical Anthropology Group

Tuesday November 12, 6.30pm: Series of talks on social and
biological anthropology, Daryll Forde seminar room, Anthropology
Building, 14 Taviton Street, off Gordon Square, London WC1.
This meeting: ‘Red ochre and the emergence of homo sapiens’.
Speaker: Ian Watts.
Organised by Radical Anthropology Group:
radicalanthropologygroup.org.

Winning a Corbyn-led Labour government

Saturday November 9, 12 noon to 5pm: Conference and election
rally, Conway Hall, 25 Red Lion Square, London WC1. Over 30
speakers, including MPs Diane Abbott, Richard Burgon, Jon Trickett,
Emma Dent-Coad and Laura Smith. Tickets £11.37 (£7.06).
Organised by Labour Assembly Against Austerity:
www.facebook.com/events/403919580241831.

Solidarity with the people of Turkey

Thursday November 14, 6pm: AGM, NEU, Hamilton House,
Mabledon Place, London WC1. Oppose the Turkish government’s
invasion of Syria. Support the struggle for fundamental freedoms and
democracy in Turkey.
Organised by Solidarity with the People of Turkey: spotturkey.co.uk.

Don’t attack Iran

Thursday November 14, 7pm: Public meeting, Room G3, SOAS,
University of London, 10 Thornhaugh Street, London WC1. Say no to
Donald Trump’s escalation of conflict with Iran.
Organised by SOAS Stop the War Coalition:
www.facebook.com/events/2143609905935047.

Palestine: from apartheid to justice

Saturday November 16, 10am to 4pm: Conference, Stage 2,
Northumbria University, 2 Sandyford Road, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1.
To examine the realities of Israeli apartheid on the ground and discuss
what is driving them. Tickets £8.14.
Organised by Newcastle Palestine Solidarity Campaign:
www.facebook.com/events/2233441680098436.

Undercover policing and trade unions

Saturday November 16, 10.15am to 7.30pm: Conference, University
of Greenwich, Stephen Lawrence Building, Park Row, London
SE10. Exposing the political policing of trade unions and progressive
movements. Registration free.
Organised by Police Spies Out Of Lives:
www.facebook.com/events/474999329994353.

Solidarity with the Kurdish people

Saturday November 16, 2pm: Public meeting, Quaker House,
74 Mutley Plain, Plymouth PL4. With Mayer Wakefield (Stop the War
Coalition) plus Plymouth Kurdish community speakers.
Organised by Plymouth Stop the War:
www.facebook.com/groups/141963062489638.

Britain’s role in oppressing Palestinians

Monday November 18, 6.15pm: Panel discussion, St Bride
Foundation, 14 Bride Lane, London EC4. From Balfour to Boris
Johnson - exposing and reversing Britain’s colonial legacy. Speakers
include professor Ilan Pappé, Israeli historian and author. Tickets free.
Organised by Palestine Community Foundation:
www.facebook.com/events/795492947564354.

Merseyside Marxist book fair

Saturday November 23, 11am to 4pm: Book fair, The Casa, 29 Hope
Street, Liverpool L1. Find out more about Marxism and Marxist ideas.
Stalls and workshops, admission free.
Organised by Merseyside Marxist book fair:
merseysidemarxistbookfair.uk.

What sort of foreign policy do we need?

Monday November 25, 5.30pm: Public meeting, Newcastle
University, King’s Gate, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1. What foreign
policy will a Corbyn-led anti-war government adopt? Speakers tba.
Organised by Newcastle Stop the War:
www.facebook.com/events/616184075582601.

No to Trump - no to Nato

Saturday November 30, 10.30am to 5.30pm: Counter-summit,
Bloomsbury Central Baptist Church, 235 Shaftesbury Avenue, London
WC2. Anti-war voices from Europe and beyond will discuss Nato’s
nuclear warmongering, its interventionist wars, and how to abolish it.
Speakers include Tariq Ali and Chris Williamson MP. Registration free.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition:
www.facebook.com/events/2166624643444305.
Tuesday December 3, 4pm: National demonstration. Assemble
Trafalgar Square, London WC2, then march to Buckingham Palace.
Raise voices against the world’s largest nuclear-armed military alliance
which is overseen by one of the most reckless US presidents in history.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition:
www.facebook.com/events/2252408285016137.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s name
and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your will.
If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.
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ELECTION

Our attitude towards a Corbyn government
With the Tory election campaign mired in difficulties, Jack Conrad considers what is still an outside possibility

O

pinion polls show the gap
between the Tories and Labour
rapidly narrowing. The failure
to deliver the October 31 “do or
die” Brexit, Jacob Rees-Mogg’s
contemptible Grenfell Tower remarks
and Labour’s “take on the vested
interests” campaign launch - all have
played a role. Ironically, it is though
the Brexit Party which is the joker in
the pack. Although the wheels appear
to be coming off Nigel Farage’s tightly
controlled operation - three registered
members and 150,000 paying
‘registered’ supporters - his 600 handpicked Brexit Party candidates could,
conceivably, still rob the Tories of
their general election victory.
Because he has “surrendered
Ulster”, agreed a compromise with
Donald Tusk and abandoned a “cleanbreak Brexit”, Boris Johnson could
be forced to leave No10 Downing
Street after serving just 141 days as
prime minister - a record short time in
office, ‘surpassed’ only by Frederick
(Viscount Goderich) Robinson’s 130
days and George Canning’s 119 days
- both in 1827.
Doubtless, the demise of Johnson
as prime minister would send various
sections of the opportunist left into
delirious celebrations. The likes of
the Socialist Workers Party, Socialist
Party in England and Wales, the
Morning Star’s Communist Party
of Britain, Labour Representation
Committee, etc, loyally shouted
‘David Cameron, out, out, out’ …
and they got Theresa May. Then they
shouted ‘Theresa May, out, out, out’
… and they got Boris Johnson. and
they got Boris Johnson. And since
August 2019 they have shouted ‘Boris
Johnson, out, out, out’.
But to single out this or that prime
minister and demand their dismissal
is “a silly comedy” (Lenin).1 What
matters, at least in so far as communists
are concerned, is not the personality:
it is class. Substituting one career
politician for another career politician
changes little or nothing. A Tory
government is a Tory government. A
government of the capitalist class is a
government of the capitalist class.
What about replacing a Tory
government with a Labour government
… crucially a Labour government
headed by Jeremy Corbyn? Due to
the vagaries of the first-past-thepost system, there exists an outside
possibility of Jeremy Corbyn being
asked to form a government on
nothing more than 30%-35% of the
popular vote. Oddschecker gives
Labour a 16:1 chance of winning an
overall majority and 11:2 of winning

the most seats.2 But would a Labour
government with Corbyn as prime
minister mark a change in class
power? That is the crucial question.
And the only honest answer must be
an unequivocal ‘no’.
It is perfectly understandable that
those trapped on universal credit, gig
workers on ‘flexible hours’, students
facing a lifetime of debt, patients trying
to navigate a chronically underfunded
health service, teachers exhausted by
oversized classes, protestors wanting
action on climate change, might
well be enthused by the promise to
champion the interests of the many,
not the few. But for publications such
as the Morning Star, The Socialist and
Labour Briefing to laud, celebrate,
commend Jeremy Corbyn’s campaign
as the “most radical and exciting
plan for real change ever put before
the British electorate” is to provide
a socialistic mask for capitalism - a
system which by definition works for
the few, not the many.
Whatever Boris Johnson, Jo
Swinson, Chuka Umunna and the
idiot rightwing press say, Corbyn is
no Marxist. He is, in fact, a sincere,
but weak, badly advised, dithering
left reformist, who on occasion feels
the need to pepper his tame proposals
with talk about the “principles of
socialism”. The same goes for shadow
chancellor John McDonnell. In his
Who’s who entry McDonnell includes
amongst his hobbies “generally
fermenting [sic] the overthrow of
capitalism” and replacing capitalism
with a “socialist society”. No spelling
mistake. Intended as a joke, it should
be treated as a joke. Brewers ferment
barley and water to produce beer.
Communists foment revolution to
make socialism (the first stage of
communist society).

Class character

To their credit Corbyn and his
small circle of allies have a record
of opposing imperialist wars and
adventures, standing in solidarity with
striking workers and voting against
Tory attacks on migrants, democratic
rights and public services. This is what
sends the US state department, army
generals, MI5 chiefs and Blairite MPs
into a frenzy. A Corbyn government
would increase popular expectations,
would upset big business, would be
soft on Russia, China, Iran and other
such sworn enemies.
However, since his election as
Labour leader it has become abundantly
clear what the class character of a
Corbyn government would be. We
say this not to assure the ruling class

- rather to warn the working class.
Socialistic rhetoric will be used to
cover an absolute commitment to the
continuation of capitalism. True, team
Corbyn promises to reverse austerity,
marginally increase the economic role
of the state, repeal some anti-trade
union laws and introduce a few minor
constitutional reforms. At best that
amounts to a chimerical, left nationalist
attempt to run British capitalism in the
interests of British workers.
Meanwhile, wage-slavery goes
unquestioned. Indeed class collaboration
is the accepted ethos. Corbyn recently
boasted to ITV’s Richard Madeley of
cosy meetings with the Confederation
of British Industry, the Chambers
of Commerce and small business
associations, and how “we’ve got a
lot of agreement on how we manage
things on investment strategy”,
etc, etc.3 Similar boasts come from
McDonnell. In turn Josh Hardie, CBI
deputy director general, freely admits
that he likes McDonnell’s proposals
on infrastructure, “engaging” with
workers and investing in skills. The
CBI and other business organisations
also prefer Labour’s version of Brexit
- staying as close as possible to the
European Union.4
Ann Pettifor, the Keynesian
economist, can be called as a witness.
Having served with Labour’s Economic
Advisory Committee, she vouches
that a Corbyn government would be
“good for business”, because it would
be “economically expansionary”.
Moreover, the Corbyn leadership “will
ultimately turn out to be pragmatic”,
she promises. “You just have to look
at past Labour governments. The party
is prepared to work with business and
the City of London.”5 Believe her. She
is assuredly right.
A Corbyn-led Labour government
would not only be committed to
maintaining capitalism. It would be
committed to maintaining the UK’s
existing constitution and the UK’s
system of international alliances.
That means the monarchy, the
standing army, judge-made law, the
Anglophone Five Eyes intelligence
agreement, Nato and nuclear missiles
jointly controlled by the US. In other
words a conservative agenda.
Today the main political parties are
vying with each other over spending
promises. More money for the NHS,
schools, police, pensions, welfare
benefits, etc. The age of austerity
is officially over. In all likelihood
Labour will outbid the Tories and
Liberal Democrats, though this is far
from certain. Either way, editorially
the Financial Times worries about

debt-fuelled
spending,
fiscal
sustainability and financial problems.6
However, the biggest worry of the
capitalist class is that a Corbyn-led
government would trigger a crisis
of expectations; ie, demands for big
pay rises, climate change emergency
measures, scrapping Trident, Irish
unity, Scottish and Welsh selfdetermination, trade union freedom,
taking over empty houses, abolishing
the monarchy, disestablishing the
Church of England, etc.
That explains why the still
thoroughly
entrenched
Labour
right in parliament would, in all
probability, act to block the formation
of a Corbyn-led government - and
therefore the distinct possibility of the
monarch calling another candidate for
prime minister to Buckingham Palace.
Nonetheless,
a
Corbyn-led
government cannot be discounted.
If it happens, we should expect
constitutional and anti-constitutional
moves by the privy council, the courts,
the army high command, the deep state,
the US administration, etc. So-called
leftwingers who downplay such threats
- eg, the former Trotskyite, Paul Mason
- whatever their subjective intentions,
constitute themselves as agents of a
criminal complacency.
Perhaps the ruling class could
reconcile itself to a Corbyn-led
government. But only if: firstly, it further
denounces its own past; secondly, it
waters down its already thin programme;
and/or, thirdly, there is a dangerous
upsurge in popular protests or a major
downturn in the world economy, which
temporarily necessitates a left Labour
government to serve as the best means of
mass deception.
The collapse before the ‘AntiZionism equals anti-Semitism’ witchhunt is a bellwether. The real meaning
of the alleged anti-Semitism in the
Labour Party is an unwillingness to
endorse Israeli settler-colonialism, the
alliance with the US and imperialist
wars in the Middle East. It has
nothing to do with combating genuine
anti-Semitism - which is very rare
nowadays in British society and even
rarer in the Labour Party.
The appeasement of the Labour
right, the failure to challenge blatant lies,
the willingness to see good socialists
such as Marc Wadsworth, Tony
Greenstein, Jackie Walker and Chris
Williamson investigated, suspended,
sacked, expelled and publicly traduced
can in no way be excused. And, where
Jeremy Corbyn has been largely silent,
John McDonnell has actually given
succour to the witch-hunt, praised
the warmonger, Tony Blair, and even

called for his loyal spin doctor, Alastair
Campbell, to be readmitted into the
Labour fold. That despite Campbell’s
public declaration for the Lib Dems.
Then there is the truly appalling
role played by Jon Lansman and his
Momentum organisation - praised by
the Zionist Jewish Labour Movement.
To their everlasting shame, Corbyn,
McDonnell and Diane Abbott actively
supported Lansman’s anti-democratic
coup in Momentum. Surely they will find
themselves in the ninth circle of hell.

No illusions

If the Labour leadership is unable to
show elementary solidarity with those
targeted by a totally cynical witch-hunt,
if the Labour leadership calculates that
the bigger cause is served by taking
such a course, it has betrayed not
only its past: it has betrayed its future.
Therefore, giving them a platform in the
left press, promoting them as speakers on
mass demonstrations, treating them as
prestigious sponsors, calling such people
‘comrades’ is no longer acceptable.
Corbyn and McDonnell are on a
well-trodden road - before them went
erstwhile leftwingers such as Ramsay
MacDonald, Stafford Cripps, Denis
Healey, Barbara Castle, Harold Wilson,
Neil Kinnock and Gordon Brown.
Despite that damning assessment,
the Provisional Central Committee
of the CPGB calls for a Labour
vote throughout Britain … but with
no illusions. Indeed our aim is to
overcome illusions.
We want to open eyes as to the real
nature of the Corbyn leadership, fully
empower Labour’s mass membership
and bring about the circumstances
whereby Labour is thoroughly
purged of the pro-capitalist right and
the leadership is won by real, not
supposed, Marxists.
It would be correct, of course, to
defend a Corbyn government against
the right-dominated Parliamentary
Labour Party, the liberal and rightwing
media, the Tories, army generals, the
deep state, Mike Pompeo’s attempts
at “push back”, EDL fascists, etc.
By doing that we first and foremost
defend the conditions which allow the
working class to make progress - not
just in the Labour Party, but towards
the mass Communist Party which
alone can successfully lead the struggle
to replace capitalism with socialism l

Notes
1. VI Lenin CW Vol 24, Moscow 1977, p197.

2. www.oddschecker.com/politics/british-politics.
3. Daily Express October 29 2019.
4. The Observer September 22 2019.
5. Financial Times December 7 2017.
6. Editorial Financial Times November 6 2019.
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Cure worse than the disease
The left should have no truck with clampdowns on the ‘abuse’ of politicians, argues Paul Demarty

O

nly weeks after Boris
Johnson’s use of words like
‘surrender’ and ‘traitor’ set
the good people of parliament into
a paroxysm of pearl-clutching, his
success in obtaining a general election
for December 12 looks set to provoke
a huge Black Friday order of smelling
salts all over again.
Once more the newspapers are full
of horror stories about abuse hurled
at MPs, at MPs being told that they
must not hold surgeries for their
physical safety, and who knows what
else? They are threatened with death,
or the death of family members; so it
goes on. Such incivility is frightfully
unBritish, we are led to surmise, and
‘something should be done’ about it.
Our own views on this matter
are clear enough. MPs have no
reasonable expectation of immunity
from extremely unflattering and
awkward communications with their
constituents, and all attempts to
‘do something about’ the ‘abuse’ of
MPs should be treated with extreme
scepticism. This is doubtless a less
than wholly satisfactory account of
all the issues involved, however, and
we will flesh things out after a detour
through the pages of Solidarity - the
organ of the squalid, pro-imperialist
cult, the Alliance for Workers Liberty
- for an object lesson in how not to
approach the question.
AWL author Jem Vale is extremely
concerned over the entry of Salma
Yaqoob into the race to be Labour’s
candidate for the new West Midlands
elected mayoralty. Like a street tough
with a faceful of scars and half his
teeth left, the AWL never forgets a
grudge; and we should say at the
outset that its beef with Yaqoob is
down to her origins as a young Muslim
spokeswoman for the anti-war
movement, and then her participation
for many years in Respect. That is not
Vale’s complaint, however; rather it
is that Yaqoob is alleged by Bradford
MP Naz Shah to have been very,
very mean to her when attempting
to unseat her in 2017, leaving Shah
“feeling suicidal”. Shah “accuses
Yaqoob of ‘honour abuse’, of failing
to challenge men who slut-shamed
her (Shah) at campaign events and of
suggesting voters should back her at
the polls because she wore a hijab and
Shah didn’t.”1
You may remember that name
from somewhere, and indeed it was
Ms Shah herself whose choice of
Facebook posts gave the powers-thatbe their excuse to launch a witchhunt of the pro-Palestinian left of
the Labour Party (Ken Livingstone’s
suspension followed directly). Shah
herself capitulated and grovelled for
forgiveness and, whatever else one
might think of comrade Yaqoob, she
is unlikely to fold so easily when it
comes to the cause of Palestinian
liberation (another thing likely to
alienate her from the affections of the
smear-happy Zionists of the AWL; and
if its output a couple of years ago did
not leave Shah contemplating harakiri, it is only thanks to its obscurity).
We could think of this as an AWL
hatchet job to order and nothing more,
but for all the world it is starting to
look like this organisation actually
believes all this guff about ‘abuse’.
Consider Cathy Nugent’s review of a
liberal jeremiad about online trolling,
in the same issue of the paper.
The intended effect of trolling is to
dehumanise. The targets of trolls
become bad people who deserve
everything they get. And, if they
complain, they are “snowflakes”
or similar … Trolls themselves,

It is perfectly understandable why people hate careerist politicians
after they enter this world, become
dehumanised,
they
become
nihilists, their behaviour is reckless
and often self-harming. People
who are depressed slip further into
depression.2
Nugent notes, for her part, the
difficulties in bringing trolls to justice:
Neither the law or the complaints
systems of the social media
companies seem willing to keep
pace with the trolls’ outputs. For
the police there is a problem of
capacity. Most people do not have
the financial resources to access
the law. Social media companies
are monopolies and they do not
want to regulate themselves out of
business - if they are seen to attack
‘free speech’, they will lose users
and advertising revenue.
This is really extraordinary stuff from
a supposed Trotskyist. The problem
with the police response to online
trolling is one of capacity, apparently,
not one of our faith in the state to
adjudicate on liberty of speech! But, it
seems, the problem is closer to home
than Nugent lets on:
The left also has a problem
with group-led online trolling
behaviours, which it is not in a fit
state to face up to. At one extreme
there is Red London, an anonymous
Facebook page, which styles itself
as ultra-Stalinist (eg, praising
North Korea). Three years ago Red
London made Workers’ Liberty
one of their targets, accusing us of
condoning paedophilia.
So far as solutions go, Nugent is
vague, but continues to tack in the
direction of demanding a clampdown,
noting that it is a bad idea to defend
trolling on free-speech grounds,
because “free speech requires the
forums for speech not to be clogged
up with lies and misdirections”. “As
for the labour movement”, there needs
to be a snitch’s charter: “We need to
update rule books to take account of
harmful social media behaviour. From
experience of multiple complaints
taken to the Labour Party by AWL
comrades, the party’s systems are
either broken or biased.”
Lastly, in the same paper, there
is an article by Carrie Evans on the

moral panic around drill music - an
especially bleak rap subgenre with
unapologetically
violent
lyrical
content. She makes a perfectly
serviceable argument in favour of free
speech; apparently only when drunk
tankies make jokes about the AWL is
free speech problematic … 3

Taboos

If the AWL is hopelessly confused
about ‘hate speech’ and related
matters, it is because there is no line to
be drawn except by power. Selectivity
on these matters relies on the ability
to impose a set of taboos on public
speech; to condemn one utterance is
to, impliedly, ennoble all the others.
Discriminating between the two
types of speech will always amount
to a ‘free speech for me, censorship
for thee’ policy. Thus flagrant lies
that issue in serious harm (let us
say, Theresa May’s porky about a
‘bogus asylum-seeker’, who could
not be deported because he had a pet
cat, taken together with the hostile
environment policy of her home office
that led to the Windrush fiasco) shall
be tolerated, for they are protected by
the prevailing politesse.
It is little enough of a surprise to
find Nugent singing this tune, as the
AWL’s political failings are in the
end a matter of its subservience to
the British (and indirectly American)
state. The AWL never ‘supports’ the
foreign adventures of these states,
of course, but ‘in the name of what
would we oppose’ these little wheezes
in the direction of state-failure and
chaos? And so, while the AWL has
little faith on paper in the bureaucratic
apparatus of the Labour Party, in the
name of what principle would it object
to being saved by the Victoria Street
HQ or even the police and courts from
the cruel attention of Red London?
What remains to be explained,
of course, is the increasing
preponderance of nihilistic hostility
in public discourse. It seems like, in
principle, it ought to be possible to
conduct an argument over political
matters without anyone being accused
of paedophilia or threatened with
murder. There is surely nobody over
the emotional age of 14 who - all
things being equal - would not prefer
a political culture not enveloped in
a miasma of conspiracy theories,
violent fantasies and homebrew psyops. So why can’t we have one? Why

can’t we, in the words of Bill and Ted,
be excellent to each other?
There is, roughly, a conservative
understanding of this: that there is
something inherently evil in the
human personality than can never
be transcended - only policed; and
a liberal one: that the problem is
‘polarisation’ and ‘partisanship’,
which leads to escalating rhetoric and
worse. (In spite of the AWL’s political
liberalism, Cathy Nugent is a Tory by
default on this point, with no demands
apart from more effective ‘police
actions’.) These interpretations are
misguided, and in fact mutually
undermining; in spite of pseudoscientific modern justifications for
the Tory idea, it is mostly just halfdigested Augustine and Hobbes, and
suffers the same problems, when
confronted with human societies as
they actually live and develop. As for
the liberal version, the question arises
as to why politics gets so polarised,
and so - if we are not to name the true
cause - then we arrive back at the Tory
version, and polarised politics is the
return of Hobbes’s repressed war of
all against all. Yet it does point to a
problem in the Tory ‘solution’, which
is that police actions in polarised
societies tend to exacerbate, rather
than ameliorate, these problems.
The true cause is capitalism, in a
couple of ways. At the highest available
level of abstraction, capitalism tends
towards concentration of wealth, and
thus demands minoritarian political
regimes that rule in the service of
capital. These regimes will tend, of
necessity, to corruption and injustice;
and thus rebellion against them - from
reform movements to revolutionary
politics to nihilistic jacqueries - is
quite inevitable. Trolling and ‘abuse’
of politicians will fall into one of
these three categories; the latter, if the
victim is telling the truth, or one of
the former two, if he or she is crying
crocodile tears.
This
does
not
distinguish
capitalism from pre-capitalist class
societies. Unlike those societies,
however, there are far fewer de jure
fixed relations of subordination (the
survival of domestic and chattel forms
of slavery here and there being the
exception); though it is not actually
true in the general case that a hotel
maid can become a billionaire hedgefund manager, it is not excluded by
the legal regime as such. This leads to

an important mediation on the road to
where we are. The difference between
the formal equality of people and the
reality of a deeply unfair society, in
which the wage relation ensures that
the vast majority are ripped off to
make cosseted lives for a tiny few,
makes capitalism far more complex to
manage politically (fractious though
feudalism and antique societies were).
Moreover, a completely privatised
society tends towards warlordism or
gangsterism; so some mechanism
is needed to adjudicate legitimately
between capitals.
There thus arises a permanent caste
of professionals, most especially in
the law and in politics, whose purpose
is to ‘save capitalism from itself’
- both from its own gravediggers,
and its bottomless lust for profit,
which, unchecked, would lead to
short-term civilisational collapse.
The professional classes form a
layer of the petty bourgeoisie, but
the layer must be closely integrated
with the capitalist class’s interests.
They possess a body of technical
and bureaucratic knowledge, whose
scarcity is maintained artificially, and
which is in substance leased to the
capitalist class in return for a share of
the profits accrued by the society as
a whole.

Measures

The problem with the moral panic
over ‘abuse’ of MPs is just here.
Forming as they do a layer of the
professional class, the politicians
must appear as what they usually are
(agents of capital, or some group of
capitalists against another). Their
interests must appear opposed to
sections of the popular masses.
When capitalist society faces
crises of legitimacy, as it did after
the 2008 crash and consequent
bailouts, this problem is exacerbated.
In Britain, it was not a year after the
Lehman bankruptcy that the expenses
scandal rocked parliament - the
Brexit vote is one more fruit of this
poisonous tree. Authoritarian forms
of rule may replace relatively more
liberal ones, as with the Bonapartism
of a Boris Johnson, but such regimes
must also, inevitably, stand exposed
as self-serving and corrupt. Both
policing of ‘abusive’ speech and
attempts to defuse the ‘partisanship’
of society must fail, because the
untrustworthiness of politicians is
built into the governance of capitalist
societies.
Is there a germ of truth to the
violent rhetoric of nihilistic trolls?
Why, yes - merely that the solution
to the problem is the destruction of
politics as a career, a profession; and
that, in turn, would require a decisive
victory for the proletariat over capital.
This destruction need not be violent, in
the end, or even terribly unpleasant in a certain sense, it would be a radical
extension of Keynes’s euthanasia of
the rentiers.
We must expect, however, that
measures to ‘protect’ politicians
from abuse will serve only to
deepen the corrupt complicity of our
politicians with their masters. For
any true democrat, who believes in
the authentic self-government of the
masses, that cure is far worse than the
disease l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. https://workersliberty.org/story/2019-10-30/left-

splits-over-west-midlands-mayor.
2. https://workersliberty.org/story/2019-10-30/
world-online-hate.
3. https://workersliberty.org/story/2019-10-30/drillreally-killing-people.
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‘Correcting’ capitalist inequality
Keynesian proposals for ‘tax justice’ are not the answer, writes Michael Roberts

T

he triumph of injustice: how
the rich dodge taxes and how to
make them pay is a new book by
the inequality experts, Gabriel Zucman
and Emmanuel Saez. It is a searing
indictment of the American tax system,
which, far from reducing the rising
inequality of income and wealth in
the USA, actually drives it higher. The
authors argue that, “even as they became
fabulously wealthy, the rich have seen
their taxes collapse to levels last seen
in the 1920s. Meanwhile working class
Americans have been asked to pay
more.” Saez and Zucman show that the
super-rich in America actually pay a
lower tax rate than everybody else.
On their special website, Tax
Justice Now,1 they present a wealth of
data on the impact of taxation on the
redistribution of income and wealth in
the US. There is one staggering fact: for
the first time in over century, the 400
American billionaires pay lower tax
rates than their secretaries - something
that billionaire investor Warren Buffet
once jokingly suggested.2 His joke is
now confirmed as fact.
Considering all taxes paid at all
levels of governments in 2018, the
authors find:

Tax avoiders

Contrary to widely held view,
US tax system is not progressive.
The effective rate of tax takes into
account all forms of taxation on the
individual (income taxes, corporate
tax, capital income taxes, etc).
On that measure for the top 400
income holders (billionaires) the
effective tax rate is 23%, while it
is 25-30% for working and middle
classes. America’s tax system is now
technically ‘regressive’ and is “a new
engine for increasing inequality”.

extent of international tax avoidance and
evasion.3 And Zucman’s previous book,
The hidden wealth of nations: the
scourge of tax havens, showed that
$7.6 trillion in assets were being held in
offshore tax havens, equivalent to 8% of
all financial assets in the world. In the
past five years, the amount of wealth
in tax havens has increased over 25%.
There has never been as much money
held offshore as there is today. In 2014,
the ‘Lux Leaks’ investigation revealed
that multinationals paid almost no tax
in Europe, thanks to their subsidiaries
in Luxembourg. In the US, Americans
can set up an ‘offshore company’ in
Delaware or other states like Nevada they do not even need to go to Panama.

Why do the poor pay more as a share of
their income? There are very regressive
sales taxes: the US has a ‘poor man’s
VAT’ not only on goods and services,
but also through higher payroll taxes.
And the rich pay less because income
from capital (property and financial
assets) is hardly taxed: corporation
tax is low, and there are low rates on
dividends and capital gains. Indeed, US
federal corporate tax revenue almost
halved in just one year (2018) with the
Trump tax cuts.
Since 2010, it is mandatory to
have health insurance in the US, but
it is mostly done through employers.
The cost is about $13,000 per covered
worker, irrespective of income. So
health insurance premiums are like
a huge poll tax administered by
employers on behalf of government,
with mandatory payments to private
insurers. These insurance premiums are
very regressive.
For the bottom 50% of income
earners, average pre-tax income has
stagnated since 1980, at $18,500 per
adult. Out of this stagnating income, a
rising share goes to paying taxes and
health insurance. In contrast, at the top,
there are booming pre-tax incomes and
falling taxes. Thus inequality of income
and wealth rises.
Saez and Zucman argue that there
are three main drivers of declining
progressivity: the collapse in capital
taxation; allowing tax avoidance
loopholes and outright evasion; and
globalisation, with tax havens and
competition to reduce taxes for foreign
investment.
Everywhere, governments are
competing to cut taxes for corporations:
the global corporate tax rate has halved
since the 1980s. The rich incorporate
and retain earnings within their firms
and so can save tax-free. They only get
taxed when they spend, unlike the rest
of us.
The ‘Panama papers’ revealed the

Nick Shaxson, in his devastating
book, Treasure islands: tax havens
and the men who stole the world,
exposed the workings of all these
global
tax-avoidance
schemes
for the big corporations and how
governments connive in it or allow it.
Britain is already, on some measures,
the biggest player in the global
tax-haven game. A spider’s web of
satellite havens, from the Cayman
Islands and the British Virgin Islands
to Jersey, captures wealth from around
the world, polishes it and feeds it into
the City of London. The overseas
territories like the British Virgin
Islands or Jersey operate for these
purposes, which provide the main
source of revenue for these islands.
A new report from Transparency
International provides the latest
evidence of the devastation Britain’s
offshore spider’s web causes globally.4
It tots up £325 billion of funds,
“diverted by rigged procurement,
bribery, embezzlement and the unlawful
acquisition of state assets”, from more
than 100 countries - mostly in Africa,
the former Soviet Union, Latin America
and Asia. The financial criminals
include a kingpin of a multibillionpound scam to loot Malaysia, and a
jailed former Moldovan prime minister.
“Peppered throughout most major cases
of bribery, embezzlement and rigged
procurement,” says Transparency
International, “you will find a UK
nexus.”
Saez and Zucman propose to end
these iniquities by stopping corporate
tax evasion and tax competition
and taxing extreme wealth, while
funding healthcare and education
through progressive income taxation.
Corporate taxation should be on
country-by-country
profits.
For
example, if Apple pays 2% on the
profits it books in Ireland, the US
would collect the missing 23% from

Global

the overall 25% tax rate. If Nestle
pays 2% tax globally, but makes 30%
of its sales in America, the US would
collect 30% of the 25% US tax rate. If
there were an international agreement
on a 25% corporate minimum tax
as a precondition for further trade
liberalisation, then taxes would be at
the heart of future trade deals. The
infamous tax havens in countries and
islands would be closed down.
But the main proposal to reverse
rising inequality of wealth and income
advocated by the authors is a wealth tax.
Saez and Zucman estimate that with a
10% wealth tax above $1 billion, US
wealth inequality can return to its 1980
level. This would also generate revenue
to pay for health and education services.
For example, the wealth tax proposal of
Democrat candidate Elizabeth Warren,
starting at 2% above $50 million of
wealth to 10% for billionaires, would
raise 1% of gross domestic product and
would “abolish billionaires gradually”.
If there was a 90% top rate, it would
“abolish billionaires now”.
The authors also propose a tax on all
national income of 6% - enough to fund
healthcare for all. It would mean a big
tax cut for the bottom 90%, allowing the
abolition of all sales taxes and Trump
tariffs. Consumption taxes would have
no role in this ‘optimal tax’.
At a conference organised by the
Peterson Institute, a mainstream thinktank,5 former Clinton treasury secretary
and Keynesian guru Larry Summers
attacked the wealth tax proposals. In
particular, Summers argued that Saez’s
and Zucman’s data exaggerated the
regressive nature of the American system,
because they only looked at taxation
and did not include transfers (social
welfare benefits). Summers reckons:
“Government policy has become more
redistributional if, as is proper, you
include benefit.” On their website, Saez
and Zucman dealt with the issue of social
transfers. They found that, even after
transfers, below-average households
benefited little from redistribution, “since
it can be hard to know who benefits from
certain forms of government spending
(eg, defence spending)”.
Summers then denied that wealth
inequality was an important measure
for redistribution. What if we had
a “super-effective social insurance
against retirement, disability and health
expenses”? Then average households
would not save so much and would
spend their assets. So the measure of
wealth inequality would rise, although
people were actually better off! But
whether inequality would fall as the
result of a “super-effective social
insurance” is debatable. And anyway we
do not have such a system and wealth

inequality is very high now. Summers
does not answer the basic question: why
is inequality so high in the US? At least,
Saez and Zucman attempt to do so,
blaming it on regressive taxation and
tax havens.
Summers’ most excruciating argument
against a wealth tax was that “forcing
the wealthy to spend could boomerang.
If the wealth tax had been in place a
century ago, we would have had more
anti-Semitism from Henry Ford and
a smaller Ford Foundation today.” He
implies that a wealth tax would force
billionaires to put more money into
tax-avoiding ‘foundations’ that could
be used to promote nasty rightwing
policies and attitudes like Henry Ford’s
foundation in the 1930s. So you see a
wealth tax could generate more fascism
from the rich!

Whims

Summers had to withdraw that
implication. But his conclusion stems
from the assumption that billionaire
foundations and charities are the best
way to redistribute wealth, namely at
the whim of a rich individual rather
than through government social
distribution. Surely, the rich should
pay taxes and everybody should get
free public education and health, and
get rid of private schools and hospitals
funded by billionaire donations.
Summers is on stronger ground
when he argued that a wealth tax will
not stop the rich controlling the political
system:
... there is a very real problem, but
the wealth tax will not be remotely
effective in addressing it. It costs
$5 million a year at maximum to
be a central player in either political
party. This will be easily affordable
for the rich even with a wealth tax.
Very few of the problems today
involve personal contributions of
the wealthy. They instead involve
corporate contributions or large
groups: eg, the NRA [National Rifle
Association], the insurance industry,
sugar producers.
Summers went on: “Saez was unable
to provide even a single example of a
specific instance of excessive political
power that the wealth tax would address.”
And this is right. The real control
of American society is through the
big corporations and their lobbyists;
wealthy
individual
billionaires
play a minor role in that. It is the
concentration of capital at the top
through the grip of a few hundred
corporations in the US and globally
that is at the essence of power,
control and wealth. A wealth tax on

billionaires will help state revenues
and reduce inequalities to some
extent. But the power of capital would
not really be dented.
Of course, Summers was not making
this point to propose taking over big
capital, but the opposite: to reject a
wealth tax on the rich. But it does expose
the weakness of Saez’s and Zucman’s
policy proposals. They only deal with
redistributing income and wealth after
the event. But rising wealth and income
inequality are not due to regressive
taxation in the main, but to the structure
of investment, production and income
in the capitalist economy: namely the
exploitation of labour by capital.
Indeed, rising inequality in the US
and in all the major economies only
kicked in from the 1980s onwards,
when public-sector spending on health
prevention and care and on education
was cut back (neoliberalism) - all to
reverse the low levels of profitability
for capital that were reached globally
in the early 1980s.6 But inequality of
wealth and income existed even in the
‘golden age’ of the 1950s and 1960s.
It was lower mainly because of the
strength of the labour movement and
high investment in productive sectors.
as opposed to finance and real estate and also higher taxation.
The reason for rising inequality from
the 1980s was a rise in income going to
capital in the form of profits, rent and
interest and not due to the more skilled
labour getting higher income than the
less skilled. And this rising capitalincome ratio was driven mainly by
inherited wealth. ‘From rags to riches’
is not the story of capitalist wealth: it
is more ‘From father to son’ or ‘From
husband to widow’.
This is what Thomas Piketty showed
in his book, Capital in the 21st century.
But, because he conflated capital into
wealth by including non-productive
assets like housing, stocks and bonds
in his measure, he lost sight of how
wealth is created and appropriated,
as Marx shows with his law of value:
namely through exploitation. As a
result, Piketty (and his colleagues, Saez
and Zucman) have policy prescriptions
for a better world that are confined to
progressive taxation and a global wealth
tax to ‘correct’ capitalist inequality.
And yet Piketty et al recognise
that it is utopian to expect the wealthy
(who control governments) to agree to
a reduction in their own wealth. They
do not suggest another way to achieve
a reduction in inequality: namely, to
raise wage income share through labour
struggles and to free trade unions from the
shackles of labour legislation. And they
do not propose more radical policies to
take over the banks and large companies,
stop the payment of grotesque salaries
and bonuses to top executives and end
the risk-taking scams that have brought
economies to their knees.
For them, the replacement of the
capitalist mode of production is not
necessary - only a redistribution of the
wealth and income already accrued
by capital. Abolish the billionaires by
taxation, not by expropriation l
Michael Roberts blogs at https://
thenextrecession.wordpress.com.

Notes
1. https://taxjusticenow.org.
2. https://money.cnn.com/2013/03/04/news/
economy/buffett-secretary-taxes/index.html.
3. See https://thenextrecession.wordpress.
com/2016/04/12/opening-the-panama-canal.
4. www.transparency.org.uk/uk-businesseshelping-worlds-corrupt-embed-themselves-britishestablishment.
5. www.piie.com/events/combating-inequalityrethinking-policies-reduce-inequality-advancedeconomies.
6. https://thenextrecession.wordpress.
com/2014/04/23/a-world-rate-of-profit-revisitedwith-maito-and-piketty.
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MIGRATION

Reactionary by nature
Bring me your poor tired huddled masses

The case of the 39 migrants from Vietnam who froze to death in the back of a refrigerated lorry, when
trying to enter Britain, has once again highlighted the need for a principled working class response

W

hen it comes to migration,
an example of what is
required is the resolution
on immigration and emigration
agreed by the Stuttgart Congress of
the Second International on Friday
August 23 1907. Below we carry
Ben Lewis’s translation from the
original German.1
According to US delegate Morris
Hillquit, the resolution took “a
lot of effort to come about” and
represented “a middle course
between the different points of
view” on offer at the congress.
This notwithstanding, the congress
record notes that the “English
[ie, British] delegation” to the
International abstained from voting
in protest.
The congress declares:
The immigration and emigration
of workers are phenomena that are
just as inseparable from the essence
of capitalism as unemployment,
overproduction
and
workers’
underconsumption. They are often
a way of reducing the workers’
participation in the production process
and on occasion assume abnormal
proportions as a result of political,
religious and national persecution.
The congress does not seek a
remedy to the potentially impending
consequences for the workers from
immigration and emigration in any
economic or political exclusionary

rules, because these are fruitless
and reactionary by nature. This is
particularly true of a restriction on
the movement and the exclusion of
foreign nationalities or races.
Instead, the congress declares it to
be the duty of organised labour to resist
the depression of its living standards
that often occurs in the wake of the
mass import of unorganised labour. In
addition the congress declares it to be
the duty of organised labour to prevent
the import and export of strike-breakers.
The congress recognises the difficulties
which in many cases fall upon the
proletariat in a country that is at a
higher stage of capitalist development,
as a result of the mass immigration
of unorganised workers accustomed
to lower living standards and from
countries with a predominantly agrarian
and agricultural culture, as well as
the dangers that arise for it as a result
of a specific form of immigration.
However, congress does not believe
that preventing particular nations or
races from immigrating - something
that is also reprehensible from the
point of view of proletarian solidarity
- is a suitable means of fighting these
problems. It therefore recommends the
following measures:
I . For the country of immigration
1. A ban on the export and import of
those workers who have agreed on a
contract that deprives them of the free
disposal over their labour-power and

wages.
2. Statutory protection of workers
by shortening the working day,
introducing a minimum wage rate,
abolishing the sweat system and
regulating home working.
3. Abolition of all restrictions
which prevent certain nationalities
or races from staying in a country or
which exclude them from the social,
political and economic rights of the
natives or impede them in exercising
those rights. Extensive measures to
facilitate naturalisation.
4. In so doing, the following
principles should generally apply in
the trade unions of all countries:
(a) unrestricted access of immigrant
workers to the trade unions of all
countries;
(b) facilitating access by setting
reasonable admission fees;
(c) the ability to change from the
trade union of one country to another
for free, upon the fulfilment of all
liabilities in the previous union;
(d) striving
to
establish
an
international trade union cartel,
which will make it possible to
implement these principles and needs
internationally.
5. Support
for
trade
union
organisations in those countries from
which immigration primarily stems.
II . For the country of origin
1. The liveliest trade union agitation.
2. Education of the workers and the

public on the true state of the working
conditions in the country of origin.
3. An active agreement of the trade
unions with the unions in the country
of immigration for the purpose of a
common approach towards the matter
of immigration and emigration.
4. Since the emigration of labour
is often artificially stimulated by
railway and steamship companies,
by land speculators and other bogus
outfits, and by issuing false and
scurrilous promises to the workers,
the congress demands:
 The
monitoring
of
the
shipping agencies, the emigration
bureaus, and potentially legal or
administrative measures against
them to prevent emigration being
abused in the interests of such
capitalist enterprises.
 Reorganisation of the transport
sector, especially ships; the
appointment of inspectors with
disciplinary powers, recruited
from the ranks of unionised
workers in the country of origin
and the country of immigration,
to oversee regulations; welfare for
newly arrived immigrants, so that
they do not fall prey to exploitation
by the parasites of capital from the
outset.
Since the transport of migrants
can only be statutorily regulated on
an international level, the congress
commissions
the
International
Socialist Bureau2 to develop

proposals to reorganise these
matters, in which the furnishings
and the equipment of ships must
be standardised, as well as the
minimum amount of airspace for
every migrant. Particular emphasis
should be placed on individual
migrants arranging their passage
directly with the company, without
the intervention of any intermediate
contractor.
These proposals shall be passed
on to the party leaderships for the
purposes of legislative application
and for propaganda3 l

Notes

1. Taken from Internationaler SozialistenKongress (Berlin 1907), pp57-59.
2. The ISB was established by the Paris Congress
of 1900 in order to act as the leadership of the
International between its periodic congresses. Until
that point there was nobody to organise congresses
- the organisational work would simply be taken
over by the country responsible for the next
congress. The secretariat of the ISB was based in
Brussels, which convened very irregular plenary
sessions for a handful of representatives of each of
the national sections. There were 16 such plenaries
between 1900 and 1914, leading some to refer to
the ISB as a “post box”.
3. Originally, an amendment had been proposed
to section I, point 3, but this was later withdrawn.
According to the record, it came from the
International’s sections in “Norway, the United
Kingdom, the United States, Hungary, France,
Sweden, Holland, Bohemia, Japan, Argentina,
Romania, Belgium, Spain, Denmark, Switzerland,
Russia, Bulgaria and Italy”. It read: “Regulation
of the expulsion of foreigners, which must not
be ordered for political reasons, and not by
administrative means either, but only by court
order” (p59).
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ITALY

Far right conquers ‘red Umbria’
Toby Abse explains the continuing decline of the Italian centre-left and the complete marginalization of
the far left

T

he importance of the dire
outcome of the Umbrian regional
election on October 27 should
not be underestimated. It is completely
wrong to dismiss the result in the way
Movimento Cinque Stelle (M5S - the
5 Star Movement) premier Giuseppe
Conte has done, as just representing
2% of the Italian electorate. Whilst
Conte’s dismissal is partly motivated
by his desire to keep his own
national coalition in office despite
the disastrous result of this attempt to
replicate the M5S-Partito Democratico
(PD) coalition at the regional level, it
also reflects the lack of historical sense
of M5S members.
Umbria was not a region that had
swung back and forth between right
and left like Puglia or Calabria. It
was one of the three ‘red regions’
of central Italy - the others being
Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany1 - that
had been ruled by the left since the
constitutional commitment to regional
government was first implemented
in 1970.2 Whilst Umbria’s first two
decades of regional administration
were marked by coalitions led by
the Partita Comunista Italiana, the
residual loyalty of PCI voters to the
subsequent centre-left coalitions
led by the PCI’s subsequent social
democratic reincarnations (including
the current PD) owed a lot to what
political scientists labelled a ‘red subculture’. This meant that the party and
its affiliated trade unions, cooperatives
and leisure organisations dominated
the everyday life of the majority of
Umbrians, even if baptisms, weddings
and funerals remained in the hands of
the Catholic church.
The landslide victory on October 27
of the rightwing candidate, Donatella
Tesei, over the nominally centre-left
Vincenzo Bianconi by 57.6% to 37.5%
has put an end to any illusions about
‘red Umbria’.3 Moreover, despite the
mainstream journalistic description of
the winning coalition as ‘centre-right’,
the vast majority of Tesei’s voters gave
their second - party-list - vote to the farright Lega and Fratelli d’Italia (FdI).
This is in many ways more significant
than the fact that Tesei herself was a
former Lega mayor and at the time of
her election to the regional presidency
a Lega senator. In Umbria, the Lega got
36.95% of the vote and the FdI 10.4%,
giving the combined far right 47.35%.4
In short, as far as I am aware, the
Umbrian election has produced the
highest far-right vote in any recent
regional election in any major western
European country - far exceeding the
more widely discussed AfD surge
in Thuringia, where the soft-left Die
Linke remains the largest party.
Whilst the Umbrian result proved
a great shock for the M5S-PD alliance
(even if the leaders all privately
expected a defeat, albeit not on this
scale), M5S was the most obvious loser.
Its score of 7.41% was humiliating
by comparison with recent results in
the region. In the previous regional
election in 2015 it had managed to
get 14.56%. Its high water mark was
the March 2018 general election, in
which it had scored 27.52% (below its
national average, but impressive in the
context of a traditionally ‘red region’).
In the May 2019 European election
the M5S vote had more or less halved
to 14.63%. This further halving of its
Umbrian vote share in a mere five
months gave rise to both panic and
open divisions amongst the national
leadership. Party leader Luigi Di Maio
called upon M5S never again to fight
an election in alliance with the PD, or
indeed with any other party.5

by a further 1.6% to 22.3%.
I would like to end by pointing out
that the old ultra-leftist assertion that
economic crisis and social democratic
betrayal inevitably push workers to the
left is not borne out by the Umbrian
electoral statistics. Indeed, there were
candidates well to the left of Vincenzo
Bianconi - hardly difficult, since local
rumours, which he strenuously denied
in national press interviews, claimed
that the hotelier had supported the
centre-right prior to his selection as
the ‘civic’ candidate. However, these
communist candidates, in fourth
and fifth place respectively, got very
little support. Rossano Rubicondi
of the Partito Comunista, a rabidly
Europhobic and nationalistic, hard
Stalinist outfit, got 1.01%, whilst his
softer Stalinist competitor, Emiliano
Camuzzi of the Partito Comunista
Italiano (the current name of the former
Partito dei Comunisti Italiani, which
was originally founded by Armando
Cossutta in 1998) got 0.87%. Camuzzi
was supported by Potere al Popolo,
whose list got a glorious 0.32%.
Leaving to one side the programmatic
weaknesses of these small communist
groups, it is blindingly obvious that in
any single-round, first-past-the-post
contest, most of those anxious to defend
whatever remains of the legacy of the
red regions from the far-right Lega and
FdI will stick to the mass party of the
centre-left, which under Zingaretti has
displayed greater willingness to work
with the trade unions and to extract
some pro-working class concessions in
the budget8 l

Post-fascists are just fascists
Conte, anxious to continue his
premiership at the head of a national
coalition dependent on the PD for its
majority, does not share this view. M5S
founder Beppe Grillo, whilst far from
pleased with the result (as his enigmatic
but rather apocalyptic Facebook post
showed), is also inclined to support
continuing with the alliance for the time
being. Roberto Fico, the speaker of the
Chamber of Deputies, and leader of what
might be loosely described as M5s’s left
wing, is also opposed to a break with
the PD. On the other hand, Alessandro
Di Battista, the de facto leader of M5S’s
right wing who openly opposed the
coalition with the PD at the national
level in September, is even more hostile
to working with the PD than Di Maio is.
The
bulk
of
the
M5S
parliamentarians, who, like Conte,
have a vested interest in the national
coalition’s survival, are increasingly
discontented
with
Di
Maio’s
authoritarian leadership of the party.
Given that Di Maio, first of all, led
them into a coalition with the Lega,
in which Salvini outmanoeuvred him,
and then endorsed the so-called ‘civic
pact’ with the PD in Umbria, it is hardly
surprising that there are doubts about
his judgment. Di Maio’s unwillingness
to make any self-criticisms adds to
this irritation. Regardless of how this
internal crisis plays out, it is now clear
that M5S will not join a PD alliance
in the regional election in Emilia
Romagna due in January 2020.
Emilia Romagna is a much bigger,
more populous and more prosperous
region than Umbria, and the one seen
by many as the core ‘red region’ - the
one with international fame, whose
regional capital was for so many years
dubbed ‘red Bologna’.6 Its geographical
position on the border of the Lega
Nord’s heartland has long made parts of
it prone to periodic municipal takeovers
and the Lega won control of the city of
Ferrera in the last local elections. In the
May 2019 European elections the Lega

beat the PD in Emilia Romagna by
33.8% to 31.2%.
Salvini hopes that a Lega triumph in
Emilia Romagna will deal a death blow
to the PD-M5S coalition nationally and
precipitate the early general election he
failed to get from this August’s crisis. In
any event, there are five other regional
elections due next year and all bar one
are currently held by the centre-left.
After the Umbrian election, the right
now has control of 12 regions to the
centre-left’s seven. This is because the
period since the March 2018 general
election has seen region after region
pass from the hands of the centre-left
to those of the right. Whilst in only
one instance, in a region bordering on
Slovenia, did the right’s triumph have
Umbrian dimensions, the series is
nonetheless very disheartening.

Structural

To return to the PD’s decline in Umbria,
it is worth pointing out that it cannot be
ascribed to Nicola Zingaretti’s presently
more social democratic leadership of the
PD. Whilst one can argue that Vincenzo
Bianconi, the heir to a dynasty of hotelkeepers with no connection to the PD
or the rest of the left, was not the ideal
‘civic’ candidate for regional president,
or that aligning with M5S, which until
a few weeks earlier had been the bitter
enemies of the local PD, was never
going to help the PD rebuild, Zingaretti
had inherited a bad situation.
It was not just that the contest had
been brought about almost a year early
by a corruption scandal, centred on
the local health service, in which the
now disgraced PD regional president,
Catiuscia Marini - well into her second
term - was allegedly deeply involved;
or that Marini had to be more or
less press-ganged into resigning by
Zingaretti and the national leadership.
The reasons for the PD’s decline are
much deeper, long-term and structural.
In the regional elections between
1970 and 1990 the PCI and its social

democratic allies averaged 60% of
the Umbrian vote. Between 1995 and
2010 the forces of the centre-left and
left combined (including Rifondazione
Comunista, which did well in this
region) got 58-63% of the vote. The
2015 regional elections saw a drop of
more than 15% in the centre-left vote
and the rise of M5S and the Lega, both
of which became serious forces in the
region.
The correlation with economic
factors and with the PD’s complicity
with the Monti government’s austerity
policies should be obvious. Whilst
Italy’s gross domestic product fell
by 5.2% between 2007 and 2017,
the Umbrian equivalent fell three
times as much - 15.6%. One has to
accept that the impact of the October
26 earthquake in the region played
a role, but the economic and human
devastation in the area around Norcia
did not account for all of it. The
Umbrian steel town of Terni had been
for decades a centre of working class
militancy and PCI membership. When,
like its Tuscan equivalent, Piombino,
this industrial centre declined,
unemployed steel workers turned to
rightwing populism, as the heirs of
the PCI - blindly attached to European
Union rules about state aid - refused
to nationalise and desperately sought
foreign bidders.7
Further serious erosion for the PD’s
Umbrian support took place during the
period of Matteo Renzi’s neoliberal
leadership of the PD, characterised
by the anti-working class Jobs Act. In
the regional election of 2015 the PD
still got 35.76%, but by the general
election of March 2018 its vote fell
dramatically to 24.81% in Umbria. In
the European election of May 2019 the
PD’s Umbrian total slipped slightly
to 23.9% and in the recent contest
brought about by Marini’s antics,
including her defiance of Zingaretti’s
attempt to get her to go quietly, it was
probably fortunate that it only slipped

Notes

1. Although some lazy journalists and political
scientists classify the geographically adjacent
Marche as a “Red Region”, it does not have such a
consistent political history even if it currently has a
centre left administration.
2. The Christian Democrats had long delayed
implementing this part of the 1948 constitution
precisely because they always feared that these
three regions, which had generally elected
communist-led municipal councils since 1945,
would give the Partita Comunista Italiana a
regional power base.
3. All Italian regional elections since the 1990s
have been single-round contests, in which a
plurality of votes is sufficient to elect the regional
president and win a majority of the seats, even
if the larger minorities are entitled to some
representation. A very substantial absolute majority
of the popular vote for a new coalition therefore
marks a qualitative shift in a way that a narrow
plurality would not.
4. Both of these parties used to be linked to
Marine Le Pen’s Front National. In the current
European parliament the FdI is a member of the
European Conservatives and Reformists (ECR)
- in other words, these self-styled “post-fascists”
are an official sister party of Boris Johnson’s
Conservative Party. The paper-thin character of
the “post-fascist” label can be seen from the recent
dinner to commemorate the 97th anniversary
of Mussolini’s March on Rome, attended by all
the local FdI Parliamentary deputies, mayors
and deputy mayors in the province of Ascoli on
October 28. There can be no doubt about the
anti-Semitism of their leader, Giorgia Meloni,
who refers to George Soros as a “usurer”. The
Lega’s efforts to unite the far right in the European
parliament have failed, since their Polish and
Hungarian interlocutors - PIS and Fidesz - prefer
to disguise themselves as ‘centre-right’. However,
the Lega is the official sister party of both the
German AfD and the French RN in the most
extreme rightwing grouping in the European
parliament.
5. This first experiment with electoral coalitionism
had been endorsed by roughly 60% of M5S
members participating in an online poll.
6. Older comrades will be familiar with Bologna’s
role in Eurocommunist mythology. In reality it
was once briefly taken by a right-populist mayor
(1999-2004) and the Lega pushed the current
sitting PD mayor, Virginio Merola, into a secondround run-off last time.
7. The parallels with similar steel towns in south
Wales and northern England should need no
underlining.
8. Space does not permit any detailed discussion
of the arguments between the four coalition parties
over the budget. Suffice it to say that in very broad
terms the PD and LeU support pro-working class
measures, while M5S and Renzi’s Italia Viva act as
apologists for the tax-dodging bourgeoisie.
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PALESTINE

Given up on liberation
Many militants are coming round to the view that, as well as the enemy being the Israeli occupation
forces, there is an enemy within too. Lorna Anderson reports

T

his is the first of two articles that
look at the development of the
struggle in Palestine, the nature
of the Palestinian Authority and the
importance of the political economy
of Israel’s occupation for the future
of the ‘popular resistance’ movement.
It draws on my observations during a
recent visit to Palestine.
On October 31, Khalida Jarrar, a
member of the suspended Palestinian
Legislative Council (PLC) and
supporter of the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), was
arrested in Ramallah by Israeli troops.
Her detention was extended by an
Israeli court on November 3, although
no reasons for her arrest have been
given by the authorities. Like many
other Palestinian activists, Jarrar is no
stranger to Israel’s jails: she has been
arrested twice since 2015 and was
only released from prison in February
after serving 20 months.1 At the time
of writing her fate remains unclear
- will she be accused of a specific
offence or simply held without charge
in administrative detention? Jarrar’s
prominence as a political figure and
women’s rights campaigner has drawn
international attention to her case, but
in many ways what has happened to
her is quite typical of the treatment of
the over 5,000 Palestinians currently
held by the Israeli state.2
Khalida Jarrar’s case tells us a
great deal about the nature of the
Palestinian Authority (PA) and the
current state of politics on the West
Bank. Jarrar was arrested in central
Ramallah, effectively the capital of
the Palestinian Authority. Ramallah
lies in ‘Area A’, which under the
terms of the Oslo accords is one of
the three districts over which the PA
has full civil and security control, but
which Israeli troops enter at will to
arrest activists, frequently with the
collaboration and cooperation of the
PA’s security forces.3 A central theme
of the peace process from 1993 was
the ‘two-state solution’: in return
for recognising Israel, the emerging
Palestinian Authority would be the
basis for an independent Palestinian
state on the West Bank and in Gaza.
However, Jarrar’s detention, along
with that of the hundreds of other
Palestinian prisoners, shows where
the real power lies in the West Bank.
The ‘state’ that has developed during
the peace process in no way fits the
description of autonomy - much less
that of the much-heralded steppingstone to a fully independent state at
some point in the future.4
My previous reports from Palestine
outlined the political and economic
power that the Israeli state exerts
over the PA and the impact that this
has on the everyday lives of the
Palestinian people.5 In this report
I would like to consider the nature
of the PA and some themes that are
emerging in the discussions amongst
Palestinian militants about the way
forward. It goes without saying that
there is widespread cynicism about
the PA and the political leadership of
Mahmoud Abbas. Its collaboration
with Israel - evident in cases like
that of Khalida Jarrar - only adds to
a sense that the PLO leadership has
long since abandoned the struggle
for the liberation of Palestine. To
many activists, whose attitudes and
militancy were forged from the first
intifada onwards, the Abbas leadership
is now exposed as a corrupt and selfseeking group of cronies, simply intent
on holding on to power and feathering
their own nests. It is no surprise that

example, around 100,000 Palestinians
either work in Israel or in West Bank
settlements; Israeli policy has been
to reduce dependence on Palestinian
labour, both on ideological and
security grounds. Whilst Zionism’s
‘Jewish labour’ policy was weakened
after 1967, Palestinian workers do
not have the same decisive role in
the Israeli economy that the black
working class did under the apartheid
regime. Indeed, in the last 20 years
Israel has actively encouraged
immigration from China, Africa
and the Philippines to substitute for
Palestinian labour in its economy.8
Although an important asset for
Israeli capitalists, the exploitation of
Palestinian workers is not a key factor
in the occupation. Indeed, many
Israelis debate whether the costs of the
occupation and its impact on Israeli
society make it any kind of asset at
all, much less a profitable source of
economic advantage.9
It is these implications of the
political economy of the occupation
and its impact on the possible
evolution of the Palestinian struggle
that I will discuss further in my next
article l

Notes

Popular resistance
increasingly in discussions you hear
the view from these militants that
today the real enemy lies at home.
These criticisms of what one
comrade described as the “sclerotic
clientelism of the PA” are both
widely expressed and easy to make.
What is less clear is the strategy and
tactics that should be adopted. For
many the first intifada of 1987-93
remains a model of mass struggle that
should be revived. Ideas of ‘popular
resistance’ of this type remain strong,
and discussions usually begin with
ideas of how such a movement can
be resuscitated. However, whilst
it is recognised that local protests
against ‘the wall’, the settlements and
particular examples of Israeli state
repression and arrests are still taking
place throughout the West Bank, most
agree that the extent and scale of these
actions are somewhat more limited
than even five years ago.6 These
more sober assessments recognise
that the conditions that gave rise to
the first intifada cannot be repeated.
For example, the geo-political context
of the cold war and the widespread
revolutionary
confidence
that
sustained 1980s national liberation
struggles globally have been replaced
by the dominance of American
imperialism and a series of defeats for
revolutionary movements, from South
Africa to Ireland. The revolutionary
strength of the first intifada produced
the peace process, which transmuted
the goals of national liberation into the
betrayals of the Oslo accords and the
dead end of the ‘two-state solution’.

Linked enemies

If the mass struggle of this period
cannot simply be recreated by an act
of will, it remains an inspiration of
sacrifice and heroism, and a formative
experience
for
contemporary
activists. Significantly, in discussing
how an intifada can be rebuilt the
more important question of why it
should it be built at all quickly comes
to the fore. The Abbas and Fatah
leadership have responded to these
growing demands for change by
promising new elections to the PLC
and suggesting that, for the PA, ‘areas
A, B and C’ were no longer in place.7

They have also attempted to co-opt
demands to rebuild popular resistance
by supporting protest actions against
the settlements and the wall, although
their definition of ‘the occupied area’
is clearly limited to the PA territory as
defined by Oslo rather than “Palestine
from the river to the sea” - in the
words of the popular chant heard at
demonstrations.
Any grassroots movement built
from both the existing popular
resistance committees and the new ad
hoc groups that have emerged from
specific local protests in the West
Bank must be clearly independent
from the PA and the Fatah leadership.
Despite the recent ‘militant’ words
of Abbas, the PA continues to play
an
openly
counterrevolutionary
role, both in its open cooperation
with Israel and in upholding a ‘twostate solution’. Clarity on this is an
essential starting point for any new
movement. Popular resistance should
be directed at two linked enemies the occupation by the Israeli state and
their PA collaborators.
In the discussions now taking
place amongst Palestinian militants,
strategy and tactics must also be linked
to a revolutionary programme. This is
still, understandably, at a very early
stage. Given the defeats that the labour
and national liberation movements
have suffered internationally since
the late 1980s - not to mention the
bloody stalemate following American
imperialism’s interventions in Iraq
and Syria, combined with the failure
of the Arab spring - it is no surprise
that many activists remain sceptical
that a revolutionary movement can be
rebuilt at all.
The experience of the PA and the
disillusioning failure of the ‘peace
process’ to secure even modest gains
for Palestinians only reinforces such
moods. It is in this light that two
interrelated strands in the discussions
attempting to chart a way forward
for the popular resistance movement
need to be viewed. Both attempt
to internationalise the Palestinian
struggle by drawing on the ‘South
African model’ and the importance of
‘boycott, divestment and sanctions’
in mobilising support. The ‘South

African model’ correctly understands
the importance of mass struggle by the
black working class through strikes
and protests in ending apartheid. The
nature of the PA which functions as
a series of Bantustans adds further
credibility to this comparison, as do
the obvious similarities between the
white minority regime in South Africa
and the Zionist project in Israel. But,
if a real revolutionary movement is
going to emerge in Palestine, it needs
to understand the differences in the
contemporary situation and that of
South Africa in the 1980s, as well as
assessing the results of that struggle.
The political economy of the PA and
its relationship with Israel is not the
same as apartheid South Africa. For

1. See Morning Star November 5 2019.
2. See Btsalem.org/statistics/detainees_and_
prisoners. Nearly 500 of this total were held
without trial under administrative detention.
3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Bank_
Areas_in_the_Oslo_II_Accord#Divisions.
4. www.haaretz.com/1.5142158.
5. Weekly Worker October 3 and 10 2019.
6. For some examples of recent protests in the
Jordan Valley see https://imemc.org/article/
peaceful-protesters-suffocate-as-israeli-soldiersattack-demonstration-in-jordan-valley; and https://
electronicintifada.net/content/palestine-picturesoctober-2019/28806.
7. https://mondoweiss.net/2019/10/palestiniangeneral-elections-more-empty-promises-fromabbas. For Abbas’s position on Areas A, B
and C, see www.xinhuanet.com/english/201907/26/c_138258279.htm.
8. www.haaretz.com/israel-news/business/.
premium-bank-of-israel-cites-advantages-ofpalestinian-workers-1.5331908.
9. S Hever The political economy of Israel’s
occupation London 2010.

Fighting fund
I

Success!

reported last week that, with just
24 hours to go, we still needed
£136 to reach the £2,000 target for
our October fighting fund. And the
very next day comrade JS donated
by bank transfer … £136! Brilliant
stuff!
But he wasn’t the only one
- comrades KC (£25) and VD
(£10) both made use of our PayPal
facility, while VP’s £10 standing
order also landed in our account
on October 31. All of which meant
we exceeded the target by £45.
Thanks very much to all who
helped us get there once again.
And now we want to repeat
that success in November, which
has begun with £319 coming
our way in the first six days.
Most of that took the shape of
those start of the month standing
orders - 16 comrades contributed
a total of £227, with donations
ranging from £5 to £50 (thanks
in particular to AC for that one).
In this context I should mention
comrade JS again, who made
two more (rather more modest)

transfers of £5 and £2 - but this
time in payment for Weekly
Worker sales.
Then there was comrade MF,
who chipped in with his fantastic
£50 monthly PayPal donation,
while comrade PB handed over
£45 in cash at Sunday’s London
Communist Forum - taking the
start of our November campaign
up to £319. Unusually we received
no cheques over the last seven
days - do you think they’re going
out of fashion?
Anyway, since a good part
of this week’s total came in the
first day, it didn’t count towards
our November fund, so we are
a bit behind the going rate, if
we’re going to repeat last month’s
success and reach that £2,000
target once again. Any offers? l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker
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MIDDLE EAST

Second Arab spring?
As demonstrators once again take to the streets, Yassamine Mather looks at the issues involved

M

ajor protests in Iraq,
Lebanon, Algeria and now
Egypt have been labelled the
‘second Arab spring’ by some, while
others - including Iran’s supreme
leader, Ali Khamenei - have called
the protests in Iraq and Lebanon part
of the efforts by the United States and
Saudi Arabia to weaken Iran’s allies
in the region, at a time when the US’s
policy of maximum pressure to force
the Islamic Republic to renegotiate
the nuclear deal has palpably failed.
As far as I can see, there is some
truth in both descriptions.
The economic grievances of Iraqi,
Lebanese and Algerian citizens
are very real. As far as Iraq and
Lebanon are concerned, the pursuit
of neoliberal economic policies has
led to an increasing gap between the
rich and poor. Many professionals
- teachers, doctors, civil servants,
who considered themselves middle
class - are now struggling, while

crony capitalism continues to enrich
the corrupt leaders of the sectarian
groupings and their associates.

Lebanon

In Lebanon the protests started
last month in opposition to the
government’s austerity measures
aimed at reducing $86 billion
foreign debt and ending the
country’s currency crisis. In Beirut
the protestors regularly target the
super-rich areas, where luxury
apartments and shops have replaced
the rubble of civil war. They
denounce government ministers and
members of parliament as ‘thieves’.
Amongst their slogans are calls for
‘revolution’ and the ‘overthrow
of the system’. No-one has any
illusions about the way the proSaudi government is running
the economy on behalf of
the super-rich. But a few
months ago, when I

Hezbollah chair, Sayed
Hassan Nasrallah,
might not be personally
corrupt, but the political
system he is part of
reeks of it

wrote that Hezbollah’s participation
in government - with its neoliberal
economic policies, including the
privatisation of community housing,
as well as social and welfare services
- Iranian defenders of Hezbollah
attacked me. Apparently one should
not criticise the Shia group, because
it is vilified by the United States and
Israel.
According to Robert Fisk, who
was observing one of the larger
protests in the last week of October,
the protestors, who were shouting,
“The government is corrupt, the
sectarian leaders are corrupt, all
members of parliament are thieves
- thieves, thieves, thieves”, did
not mention the name of the
Hezbollah chairman, Sayed
Hassan Nasrallah:
And two of the men
jumped down from
the truck - big, tough

figures towering over the younger
protestors - dodging the police line,
and moved into the demonstrators,
shouting and demanding they end
their curses about sectarianism.
“The Sayed [Nasrallah] is the
only one who is not corrupt!” one
of them screamed. These men did
not come to talk to the protestors
or discuss their objections or even
argue. They preached at them,
raising their voices and bellowing
their words.1
As Fisk points out, there is no
proof that Nasrallah, who faces US
sanctions, is personally corrupt.
However, Hezbollah, as a partner
in the Lebanese government, is
subscribing to a neoliberal economic
agenda in exactly the same way as
Iran’s Shia clerics have done for
the last three decades. And what
the demonstrators fear most is what
Hezbollah might do to keep its current
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privileged position in the government
- they have rightly identified the
sectarian nature of that government
as one of their main targets. Ironically
France, whose colonial rule initiated
the current bizarre division of power
in the country, is now siding with
the protestors. According to the
1943 national pact, which provided
the political foundations of modern
Lebanon, seats in parliament were
divided on a six-to-five ratio between
Christians and Muslims (in 1990
the ratio changed to half and half) .
Government positions are allocated
on the same basis and along religious
lines, with the top three positions
in the ruling ‘troika’ distributed as
follows:
 President - a Maronite Christian.
 Speaker of the parliament - a
Shi’a Muslim.
 Prime minister - a Sunni Muslim.
Already the prime minister and a
number of ministers have resigned,
and the attempts of president Michel
Aoun at pacifying the protestors with
promises of reform have failed. There
are clear signs that the working class,
together with the poor in Shia areas of
Beirut, Tripoli and other major cities,
are not only opposed to him, but no
longer trust Hezbollah with their
future. It could be that sanctions have
reduced the organisation’s elaborate
welfare structure in south Lebanon,
but the demonstrators clearly identify
Hezbollah as a contributor to the
country’s economic problems.
Having said that, we should
remember that, contrary to Saudi
propaganda, the protest did not
start with opposition to Hezbollah’s
connections to Iran or allegations
of the presence of Iranian military
personnel in Lebanon. Most
Lebanese, including Christians,
were grateful that Hezbollah and
Iran’s interventions helped defeat
Daesh in Lebanon and no amount of
Saudi publicity in Arabic, Persian or
English will change that fact. In an
unprecedented act of unity within a
sectarian order the Christian president
and his Sunni prime minister backed
Hezbollah’s participation in the
government. That despite Saudi and
US interventions.
So Khamenei has a point when
he says the vilification of Iran’s
role in Lebanese affairs, mainly
through Saudi propaganda, is a
response to the failure of the US’s
‘maximum pressure’ policy. The US
has claimed that the imposition of
severe sanctions are part and parcel
of a strategy which will get Tehran’s
leaders to negotiate a new, ‘better’
nuclear deal.
No doubt if the current
Lebanese government is toppled
and Hezbollah loses its ministerial
positions, Iran’s leaders, who have
invested considerable financial and
military investment in Lebanon,
will suffer a setback. In the absence
of a progressive alternative, it is
possible that the current, completely
legitimate, protests in Lebanon will
be used by the Saudis, the United
States or Israel to weaken Hezbollah.
Iran could thereby lose one of its main
weapons against a potential Israeli air
strike - Hezbollah’s military forces
in south Lebanon could be used to
make a counter strike.
In this respect it was with
great interest that I read Socialist
Worker’s reporting of recent events
in Lebanon:
Hezbollah - a political movement,
which grew among impoverished
Shia Muslims due to its resistance
to imperialism and westernbacked governments - opposed the
protests … Hezbollah secretary
general
Hassan
Nasrallah
effectively told protestors their
demands for fundamental change
were impossible. He said calls for
the end of the government were a
“waste of time”.2

Only a few years ago demonstrators
at events organised by the Stop
the War Coalition (when it was
controlled by the Socialist Workers
Party) were encouraged to shout,
“We are all Hezbollah”. Protests
by some of us, who argued that for
many people in the Middle East
Hezbollah is associated with chainwielding thugs, were ignored. I have
found no explanation on the SWP
website for this dramatic change of
heart regarding Hezbollah.
Hezbollah has never been a
revolutionary or egalitarian force. Its
extensive social welfare programme
in south Lebanon has always been
a way of maintaining long-term
control over its supporters. In
Beirut and other major cities, its
middle class followers espoused the
neoliberal economic agenda of their
party in power. They did not even
look like Hezbollah’s followers,
as they appear in south Lebanon
or Iran. At Hezbollah election
rallies in the capital you can see the
group’s women supporters without
headscarves and wearing low-cut,
sleeveless T shirts (the kind of
clothes that can get you arrested in
south Lebanon or in Tehran), waving
the group’s yellow flags.
It is economic crisis that has
fuelled the protests and Hezbollah
has not changed. However, the
organisation’s role as a major
and credible obstacle to Israel’s
expansionist policies should not be
underestimated. Before getting too
excited about ‘leaderless protests’
the left should be concerned about
who will benefit if pro-Saudi forces,
encouraged by the United States,
turn Lebanon into another Syria or
Libya as part of its rivalry with Iran.
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house, Salim al-Jabouri.
Shia Iran had close relations with
Shia groups and organisations that
were opposed to Saddam Hussein.
His overthrow by the US and its allies
inevitably strengthened Tehran’s
hand in Iraq. In addition, military
groups loyal to Iran have played an
important role in Iraqi civil wars,
most recently against Islamic State.
We also have populist clerics,
such as Muqtada al-Sadr, who has
considerable support amongst lowermiddle class Shias. He was a longtime ally of Iran, but nowadays he
is accused of opportunism. He tries
to present himself as ‘neutral’ in
the Saudi-Iranian regional rivalry.
His threat to withdraw support from
Mahdi’s government would have
seriously damaged Shia rule in Iraq.
There is also the influential
cleric, ayatollah Ali al-Sistani, who
last week seemed to be supporting
protestors when he warned the
security forces to show restraint
to avoid “chaos and destruction”.
However, in the last few days he has
moderated his comments in support
of the protestors. He also appears
to have warmed somewhat to the
government. Meanwhile, Iranian
military hero, major-general Qasem
Soleimani, has returned to Iraq to
help ‘stabilise’ the government. It
is alleged this coincided with an
escalation in the use of force by the
Iraq’s security forces.

There are clear signs that Iranian
intervention in the country’s politics
is deeply resented. In Karbala this
took the form not only of angry
demonstrations. On November 4
the Iranian consulate was attacked.
Security forces opened fire,
killing three people. The city is
of huge symbolic importance. For
Shias it ranks alongside Mecca,
Medina and Jerusalem. Only three
weeks ago tens of thousands of
pilgrims celebrated Arba’een (a
ceremony
commemorating
the
martyrdom of Shia imam Husayn
ibn Ali, the grandson of the prophet
Muhammad).
However, again in the absence
of any progressive alternative, let
alone any influential revolutionary
organisation, the fears of Anthony
Cordesman, an analyst at the Centre
for Strategic and International
Studies, might be correct. He warns:
“Iraq shows all too many signs of
returning to the kind of internal
instability that led to low-level civil
war in 2011 and the rise of Isis, and
that undercut any efforts to bring
stability and defeat extremism”3 l

Notes

1. www.independent.co.uk/voices/lebanonbeirut-protests-whatsapp-tax-hezbollah-michelaoun-a9170716.html.
2. https://socialistworker.
co.uk/art/49131/Movement
+in+Lebanon+demands+fall+of+the+government.
3. www.csis.org/analysis/why-iraq-burning.

Keeping firm on
basic principles

Iraq

The Iraqi situation is slightly
different, in that the sectarian
government in power is not a colonial
relic, but a creation of a 21st century
war. It is in power thanks to the US
invasion of 2003 - a government now
led by pro-Iran Shia groups.
Tens of thousands have been
protesting in Baghdad’s central
Tahrir Square and across southern
Iraq, including the religious cities
of Karbala and Najaf, in the last few
weeks. They are calling for an end
to the political system established
after the US-led invasion. Major
roads have been blocked and prime
minister Adil Abdul Mahdi has
resigned, although it is not very clear
who will replace him. So far at least
256 people have been killed and last
week the demonstrators attacked
the ‘green zone’, which houses
government ministries as well as the
US and Iranian embassies. Schools,
offices and other buildings are shut
and there is no sign that the protests
are going to stop.
Sixteen years after the overthrow
of Saddam Hussein, the country is a
‘failed state’. In Baghdad and other
major cities, power cuts are very
common, tap water is undrinkable
and the country’s infrastructure is in
disarray. Most Iraqis live in poverty,
gaining nothing from the country’s
huge oil reserves, the fourth largest
in the world.
The constitution, drafted in 2005
by the Iraqi Governing Council,
which was put in place by the US,
defines the country as “an Islamic,
democratic, federal, parliamentary
republic”. Following the US-led
invasion, political sectarianism
was, as in Lebanon, written into the
country’s constitutional DNA as a
means of incorporating the main
religious and national communities
- the majority Shias, Sunnis and
Kurds. Until the recent wave of
protests the top government posts
were held by Mahdi, a Shia, together
with a Kurdish president, Barham
Salih, and a Sunni speaker of the

Hands Off the People of Iran has issued
the following statement on its decision to
remove John McDonnell as its honorary
president

O

ver the last few years there
were times when some of us
were thoroughly embarrassed by
comments made by John McDonnell,
but we refrained from taking
any action. However, his recent
informal chat/interview with Alastair
Campbell has changed that (www.
youtube.com/watch?v=joo4w_
BwEJs). During the conversation,
McDonnell claimed that Blair should
not be remembered for the Iraq war,
and insisted he does not believe
“Blair is a war criminal”.
McDonnell has refused to support
Chris Williamson MP, a loyal Corbyn
supporter currently suspended on
false anti-Semitism charges. He has

failed to condemn or indeed make any
sensible comment about such false
allegations, often apologising for what
is basically fake news. This shows
very striking double standards in
relation to his comments on Blair and
his statement in the same interview
that Alastair Campbell would be
welcomed back into the Labour Party,
because “all is forgiven”.
At a time when sanctions are
crippling Iran’s economy and the
threat of war is real, the campaign
needs clear political direction and
its office-holders, including those
holding honorary positions, must take
a clear, unambiguous stance against
the threat of war l

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism–a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
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South Africa
is the most
unequal
country
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Reason to be proud?
While apartheid is long gone, writes Peter Manson, what do we say about the ‘rainbow nation’ that has
replaced it?

A

s I write, thousands of South
Africans are pouring onto
the streets of the major cities
to welcome home the Springboks
rugby union World Cup winners, who
are taking part in a bus tour across
the country. And, as no doubt many
readers will be aware, joining the
celebrations are South Africans of all
ethnicities.
Following the November 2 victory
over England in the World Cup final
in Japan, there has been much talk of
the ‘rainbow nation’ finally coming
together - irrespective of race, tribe,
skin colour, etc. After all, this victory
showed that the days of whites-only
teams are now a thing of the past.
Until just a couple of years before the
final demise of apartheid in 1994, only
white players were chosen to represent
South Africa at rugby, as in every
other sport. However, last weekend,
not only was half the team non-white,
but so were the two try-scorers in the
32-12 victory, while the captain, Siya
Kolisi, hailed from an impoverished
black township. In fact one of those
who scored a try was Cheslin Kolbe,
who is ‘coloured’ (mixed race) - which
meant that coloureds as well as blacks
were celebrating this sporting event as
a symbol of the ‘new, united future’.
The era of apartheid, when blacks and
coloureds were confined to particular
residential areas and jobs, has ended
at last.
In South Africa there are no fewer
than 11 official languages - Zulu,
Xhosa, Afrikaans and English being
the main four - which represent not
just the various ethnicities, but the
different tribes. While English is
now accepted as the main means
of common communication and is
usually taught as a second language,
the fact that there are so many first
languages helps us to understand
the myriad tribal, as well as racial,
divisions.
Following the rugby result, president
Cyril
Ramaphosa
proclaimed:
“Saturday was a triumphant day, as
it confirmed that we are as a nation,
firm in its resolve to find unity in
its diversity, as exemplified in our
national rugby team.” That was a
sentiment echoed by every major party
and every bourgeois commentator,
while, for its part, the South African
Communist Party noted that “many
young, particularly black, South
Africans have gained confidence
in the belief that they as well can
achieve their dreams if they work
hard, along with others, based on
common goals and mutual support.”
No bourgeois politician could have
expressed it better! The SACP hoped
that the victory would “speed up the
development” of a common culture “in
line with our constitutional vision of a
non-racial, non-sexist and prosperous
South Africa, in which prosperity is
not reserved for a few, but is worked
hard for and shared by the people as
a whole.”1 You can almost hear the
ruling class applauding.
However, the SACP-led Congress

Black, white and coloured
of South African Trade Unions, while
joining in with the celebrations and
congratulations, added a word of
caution:
While this victory represents a
positive message about the country,
we will not be drinking champagne
from a firehose in celebrations.
This victory cannot be used to
camouflage the problems of disunity
and inequality that still cripple
this country ... These celebrations
should be rooted and be tempered
and moderated by the experience
and the knowledge that mechanical
and artificial unity does not work
and does not last.

Racism

So what kind of “disunity and
inequality” is Cosatu referring to? The
statement explains: “This country has
had racism as an acceptable ideology
for centuries and it is still racist today;
and no sport victory and windowdressing will change that - and that
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is why it’s incumbent on all of us to
change it.”2
While it would be surprising if,
considering the country’s history,
there were not a large number of
individuals who remain racist, in what
way can racism be described as “an
acceptable ideology” in 2019? This is
just nonsense, but there are many in
the workers’ movement - as well as in
the ruling African National Congress
and oppositional groups, such as the
left-populist Economic Freedom
Fighters - who still harp on about it.
For the ANC in particular, it is used as
an excuse for, and a diversion from,
its own dismal failure to substantially
improve the lives of the impoverished
majority.
In economic terms things have
actually got worse for huge numbers
of South Africans, compared to the
days of apartheid. No fewer than 12
million people, out of a population
of 58 million, today live in shacks,
and South Africa is now officially
the most unequal country in the
world. Unemployment stands at 29%

(6.7 million people), according to
government statistics, but that only
includes those who are officially
recognised as ‘looking for work’. The
actual figure is thought to be more like
10 million, or 38.5% of the possible
workforce.
So is all this a sign of racism?
While it is true that the overwhelming
majority of the impoverished masses
are black, the reality is that the
huge levels of inequality are based
primarily on class, not race. When it
comes to the wealthy exploiters, more
and more blacks are joining them:
Ramaphosa himself - once a trade
union leader, but now, thanks to his
contacts as a senior figure in the ANC,
an unashamed capitalist - is one of the
country’s richest men.
Of course, Marxists too must
applaud the overcoming of the old
racial and tribal divisions in South
Africa, but we are totally opposed
to the ideology that has now taken
the place of apartheid-style racism:
ie, blatant nationalism. You may
think that the support and adulation

extended to a national sports team
is harmless enough, but in reality
it symbolises something equally
divisive, as far as the unity of the
working class is concerned.
What we are now seeing is an ever
increasing rise in not just nationalistic
pride, but outright xenophobia: this
is more and more taking the form of
violent, if not murderous, attacks on
foreign residents - particularly, but
not exclusively, shop-owners - in the
townships. These people are migrants
from elsewhere on the continent,
who have been drawn to South Africa
because many of the other countries are
in an even worse state. At least in South
Africa the large number and variety
of developed industries offers the
possibility of employment, or of selling
goods to their workers. Since 2010 the
number of immigrants has more than
doubled - up from around two million
to more than four million today.
A poll conducted in 2018 showed
that 62% of South Africans viewed
migrants as a “burden on society”,
because they “take the jobs and social
benefits” that should be going to the
native inhabitants: 61% believed that
migrants were more responsible for
crime than others. During this year’s
general election campaign Ramaphosa
committed the ANC to cracking down
on undocumented foreigners, who he
said were often involved in criminal
activities. This sparked another wave
of xenophobic assaults - in September,
640 Nigerians rushed to take up the
free flights back to Lagos offered by a
private airline with the support of the
Nigerian government, following the
increased attacks on foreigners.
In other words, there are two sides
to the ‘unity of the rainbow nation’.
Yes, it is positive that the old, legally
enforced, internal divisions, based on
race and tribe, are a thing of the past.
But what about the new, ‘unifying’
ideology of (increasingly extreme)
nationalism? It says something
about the failings of the working
class movement - the mass SACP in
particular - that the genuinely liberating
potential of working class unity across
borders is not on offer as a replacement
for those old divisions l

Notes
1. www.sacp.org.za/content/sacp-congratulatessouth-african-national-rugby-team-springbokshistoric-victory-2019-rugby.
2. http://mediadon.co.za/2019/11/02/cosatustatement-on-the-springboks-victory.
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